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©ajette,

sum assessed on such person as guardian, or AN additional ACT for the regulation of the
\From the Livingston Journalf
->
for any estate in his or her possession in trust,
1 he celebrated Automaton Chess-Player
Penobscot and Passamaquoddy tribes of
( and also insert in such list the number of aBUONAPARTE’S GRAVE.
which for many years has excited much curi,no,s’co&*3
Indians.
JAMES K. REMICH,
' cres of unimproved land, which they may
The house where Buonaparte resided, is
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and now converted into a granary. The drawing; osity in Europe, was brought to New-York
have taxed on each non-resident proprietor of
last winter, by thè ship Howard from Havre.
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
House
of
Representatives,
in
Legislature
as

n>ercliam ya*M
lands, and the value at which they may have
room in which he died has a threshing ma It was constructed bv M. de Kempelen of
sembled,
That
the
Agent
or
Agents
of
the
Wlfe> m her rio|n m c»iT
estimated the same ; and such list or lists,
chine in it; the Billiard room is filled with Presbdrg in Hungatv'in 1769, and exhibited
1AWS OF MAINE
when completed and signed by them or the Penobscot tribe of Indians be authorized for potatoes and straw, and his bath is a stable. by the maker at St. Petersburg, Vienna, Par
S1«glewoman,
the
use
of
said
tribe,
to
lease
any
of
the
Isl

^fnan, Foxweli c
.Uj aN AC 1 to authorize the Selectmen of major part of them, to commit to the collector ands belonging to the said tribe, for any term 1 he new house intended for him, is situated is and London before thousands, manv o£
or collectors, constable or constables of such
D’ and Richard ' kuttsof^
.. i I'.Gardiner to appoint an additional number town, plantation or other places, respectively, of years not exceeding twelve, and to sell about 200 yards below the old one, and is whom were mathematicians and chess play
completely Sheltered from the S. E. trade ers; bue the secret by which its movements
' I of Engine Men.
and dispose of the burnt and decaying timber
. Sect. L Be it enacted by the Senate and with a warrant or warrants in due form of upon the tyvo Indian townships, on the west Wind, which they have so much complained are regulated has never been discovered. It
law, requiring them to collect & pay the same
fhefiresentatnves.
„., .....
are sei?pri •
' louse of
j-icfrou/itutiucs, in Legislature
branch of Penobscot River, for the benefit of or. It is a handsome and commodious build is now exhibiting in New York.
Con. Cour.
assembled, That the Selectmen of the town to the said Treasurer, on or before the first said tribe, as said Agent or Agents may think ing, and fitted up in a simple but elegant
estatP °Aand ln
)fIfGardiner,
^AUTOMATON CHESS PLAYER.
Gardiner, in
in the
the county
county of
of Kennebec,
Kennebec, for
for day of January, in the year of our Lord, one for their interest:' Provided, That such S*v’jtbe furniture exactly corresponding
thousand eight hundred and twenty-seven,
with
the
building.
The
house
forms
aquad

1 his curious specimen of mechanical sci
of
kate ,n Sacoai0i
be,nS’ be> and theY herebyr are anauleases and sales, together with the terms and
land bounded hnrtlJS Ihorized, m manner bv law provided, for the and also to return a certificate of the names conditions of the same, be assented to by the rangle, with a square in the centre, and an ence was exhibited for the first time, on
of
such
collector
or
collectors,
constable
or
archway
through
from
N.
E.
to
S.
W.
and
” Yearmg and others,
of
1 hursuay evening at the National Hotel.
oi Engine
engine Men,
Men, to
to appoint
appoint for
for
Governor or Lieutenant Governor of the
,e line so called sm’,1 5rie engine in said town, called the Hydraul- constables, with the sum total which they tribe, and approved by the Governor of this has an extensive lawn in front. The gardens 1 he audience was rather numerous, and con
may
be
so
required
to
collect,
to
the
said
are
laid
out
very
tastefully,
and
every
thing
sisted almost, entirely of our own sex. The
fo Nath’l Scamman
a number of Engine Men, not to exceed
Treasurer, sometime before the first day of State ; any thing in the Act to which this is seems to have been studied that could add to spirit of curiosity, which is recognised on all
'llreY Scamman’q “^¿^hirty-two.
additional, to the contrary notwithstanding : the great man’s comfort. His new house
December next.
hands to be a most powerful stimulous withi
5 and southwest
Beitfurther enacted, That the
Sect. 5. Be it further enacted, That all the said Agent or Agents to be sworn, (or would have been ready in a few weeks, when our fairer and better halfs, will, no doubt,
hundred
On sW®ngrne Men so appointed, shalj be subject to
affirmed) and give bonds with surety for the
piece nl i'?V10re
tbe duties and liabilities, and shall be en- goods, wares and merchandize or other stock faithful performance of the tru,t hereby re he died.—He lies buried at the head of a impcx them to visit in their turn so surprising
in trade, including stock employedfin manu
deep ravine about 100 yards to the left, at a display of ingenious art. It is an old sayine^
I above 8 ■
foall the privilegesand exemptions of
posed in .them, as required by the Act to
inp J aes(;riH Dorth^ngine Men appointed in manner by law factories, ships or vessels, shall be taxed in which this is additional, and to keep a true three miles distance from St. James’s Town, tiiat “ men are machines,” but Monsieur Ma*
the town, plantation, or other place where
on the road to Longwood, in a small spot of elzel s automata almost persuaded us to re
>ne aforesaid, and wJferovided.
record* of their proceedings and accounts ; to
1 chase, rristram HooJf Sect, a. Be it further enacted. That this they are sold, used or improved, notwith render and adjust the sarae as- required bv ground, (about a quarter of an acre,) covered verse ihe maxim, and say, machines are men»
standing
the
owner
or
owners
may
reside
in
with English Grass, and surrounded by a I he chessplayer has already excited the at
said Act.
, and southwest on Wct
be taken, and deemed to be a Pubsome-other place : Provided, Such person
strong wooden paling. Seven weeping wil tention, and provoked the investigations of*
g'Hy acres more « W Act.
Sect. 2. Be itfurther enacted, That it shall
llle farm whereon n <4Approved by the Governor, Feb. 10, 1826.] or persons do hire a shop, store or wharf in be the duty of the Agent or Agents of the Pe lows hang over his grave, which is covered the philosophers and mechanicians of Eu
with a plain slab stone, surrounded by iron rope, but, so far as we know, in vaili. The
such town, plantation or other place, and not
J of Saco, deceaspHwhere they dwell or have their home ; and nobscot tribe of Indians, to place in the railing, five feet high. Inside of this, small
piece of land
ACT to apportion and assess on this they shall be respectively held to deliver, on Treasury of the State, the avails of the leases flowers, Forget-me-not, were placed by Mad secret has not yet been discovered. Exter«
ninicus Cuttn
eSCM ^ate, a Tax of Forty nine thousand nine oath or affirmation, if required, a list of their and sales, as provided for in this Act, subject ame Bertrand, but they never grew. An old nally, nothing can be more simple. You see»
v onp fk» • jOneMl hundred ninety one dollars and ninety-sev- whole taxable estates to the assessors of the, to the order of the Governor and Council, soldier resides near, and has orders to pre before you a good looking figure in the dress,
fed nori Sa,d Sarah
CCntS*
and with the visage, of a Turk, sitting before
town, plantation or other place where they whenever, in their opinion, the situation of
people from going inside, in consequence a large desk or table^ the interior of which is
and F *in
Mi Sect- -1- Be if enacted by the Senate and may d well, on the said first day of May,, dis said tribe requires its appropriation for their vent
of some French officers who had lately been entirely concealed from sight, of course it is
a Humce Nye intaitew of Representatives, in Legislature as- tinguishing what part thereof is taxable else benefit; arm all leases and safes on credit there having taken off several branches from
that some person is hidden within
1 part m twenty
That each town, plantation or oth- where, and in default thereof, they may be shall be at the risk of said Agents, and ac the willows as a moment© of their former
the desk, but Monsieur Maelzel unlocks i%
s of one undivided part
Place hereinafter named, within this State, doomed by said assessors ; Provided, howev counted for in money.
sovereign .—Buonaparte was particularly fond opens the doors, and nothing is to be seen but
ud Dominions Scanwc3|sliaU be assessed and pay the several sums er, That this clause shall in no case be so [Approved by the Govu’r, Feb. 23, 1826.] of this spot when in health, and often retired
a few shelves and some machinery. It aht in twenty one, the ri^Avith wh*cb theF respectively stand charged construed as to enable the assessors of any
to it to read, sitting upon the body of one of fears utterly impossible that anv human be
I' one hundred andeighff11 the followinS schedule, viz :
town,plantation or other place, to assess an
the trees, which grows,out in a horizontal di ing can be concealed therein. The exhibitor
Tristram and Elizabeth|
[Here follows the schedule.]
inhabitant of any other town, plantation, or
rection, and shaded by the foilage of the oth himself has no apparent connection with the
)f one hundred and eighty^, S|ECT. 2. Be it further enacted, That the other place, for any other property charged
ers. He often eitpressed a wish to be buried machine, as it performs its operations whilst
tnere if he died at St. Helena, and if govern he stands at a distance or is walking about the
i William Frost and 'Treasurer of the State shall forthwith send thereon in the last valuation.
MEDICINE.
ment would not permit his body to be con room. The figure played two games, or
ght of one hundred an^jhis warrant, directed to the Selectmen or , Sect. 6. Be it further enacted, That all
*
About
four
years
ago,
I
was
happily
mar

■he said Luther D, ¿^Assessors of each town, plantation, or other property and estate belonging to any literary ried to a very prudent lady, and being of the voyed to Europe. His heart is placed upon rather the latter parts of two games of chess
a coftin, jin a silver urn. The owner of the with a visitor, and gained them both. It
is wife, in her riphuf3fPlac?’taxed as aforeaaid, requiring them re- or charitable institution shall be exempted
same disposition as myself, we made a very
itv ninth part, the sail ispectivelJj?oa^ssess Pie
so charged, in from assessment and taxation, and no person prudent couple. Some time after our mar land receives 501. from government during plays with great promptness and decision.
Caroline hi« unfc > [ Mwanner following, viz : To each male poll, shall be taxed in any town on account or by riage, my wife told me that Doctor’s bills were the time the body remains there.
After its adversary moves, its own moves areX
’ h“liii|=*OTe the age of twenty-one years, within reason of his residing there as the student in
immediate. Phe hand, which is rested upon
?in j pa>rt' Wtheir respective towns, plantations, or other any literary seminary ; and that Indians very high, and that, as we could not always
FRAUD ON PRINTERS.
a velvet cushion, is raised passed over the
is or one nundred atdfJ places adjoining them, not belonging to any shall not be assessed and taxed for their polls expect to b,e free from disease, she thought
Among
all
the
vexations,
miseries,
tor

board, and placed upon the piece, which it
le said Thomas J, Cutw'd other town or plantation, provided such places and estates. And if there be any persons, it best to purchase some Doctor’s books, and ments and sufferings those industrious drudg removes with perfect accuracy to the proper
eighty ninth part, the were included 8c returned in the last valuation who by reason of their poverty, may be una thus, said she with a smile, v we can steal es are fated to endure, who aid and abet the square. When a check is given, it declares
of one hundred and eiglii^tat twenty cents, provided the same shall not ble to contribute towards the public charges, their trade at once.’ This I agreed to, and circulation of ink, giving vigor, strength and itm French with clearness. The puzzlinv
made it my particular business to attend all
said Richard D. Cutts f-’exceed one sixth part of the whole sum to be in the judgment of the said assessors, they I; auctions of books, in order to buy medical freshness to every fibre and nerve in the body part of the matter is to understand how the
eighty ninth part: And ^'assessed ; and if at twenty ,cen^ on chc poll, may exempt the polls and estate of such per books at the lowest rate. In fine in less than politic, none are felt more keenly than those automaton is made acquainted with its adver
.last above described ¿Hthepoll tax shall exceed one'sixth part of sons, or abate any jiart of the sum which one twelve month's, I had bought a couple of inflicted from that numerous respectable sary’s moves. If any one be concealed in th©
itts of one fourteenth m;:the
*tbe sum to
t0 be assessed,
assessecb the
tbe poll
P°B tax shall be they are assessed atj as the said assessors Dispensatories, Buchan’s Bamily Physician class of readers and patrons, connected with desk, he is so closely shut up as to have no
■ornton of one Jfe
may think just and equitable.
every newspaper in the land, and embracing chance of seèing the chess-tables—besides,
Sect. 7.. Be it further enacted. That the —two or three treatises on the art of pre the most distinguished individuals in the it is entirely dark within it. Knowing that
J of such tax, but shall be made as nearly eserving
health,
by
different
authors
:
seven
ie' Nyeand Eumcefcij
„„
___
'•> qual as may be to said sixth part of the whole, Justices of the Court of Sessions in their re treatises on the diseases of children, and di community, known and denominated as bor the machine itself is but a combination off
one fouiteenth
U',«and if by the
k—? rules the proportion of spective cocinties when duly authorized to
-----above
rowers.—The injuries coming from such wheels and springs, we are astonished to*
is of one fourteenth piffr
- •-------and town Or plantation tax assess a codnty tax, shall apportion the same vers others of the greatest note« My wife kind and well meaning friends are more cru witness in its movenfents the result of accu
the State, county
Spent
all
the
time
she
could
spare
from
the
:us Scamman of onef^jes, exclusive of.ro___ v taxes to be paid by on the several towns, plantations, and other
highway
of her household, studying them, el than the malicious difficulties in which we rate thought and profound calculation. How
William Cutts of onefeH the polls, shall in any town or plantation ex places therein, according to the proportion i;i economy
and
as
soon
as my store was shut up in the may be involved by our open enemies. We this intellectual principle is conjoined witlx
sixth part, the said fe1 ceed
—
J~T‘ * on each
--1- -1*
two dollars
poll,it
shall be re« at which they are rated in this act. And in I evening, I edified myself ^ith a few receipts might be submissive under the occasional the machinery, and made to act upon it and
Elizabeth his wife, inhd duced so as to make that shm : and the high the assessment of all county,, town, planta from my New London Dispensatory.
cAeotfarv incident to all trades and profes with it, is beyond our power to imagine.
sions, but it is beyond human patience to enred and twenty sixth way taxes, in such town or plantation shall be tion, paiish or soefety taxes, the assessors of
. Noah’s_Hdvocate.
As_s©on
aii-Speing
arrive^,wife
■
each town, parish, society, piantatfoîv or-ath-,
nJ.
-runtmFrn<it and»Marv
hk wit!hAssessed
same
: and the
Äd
S
‘ofinsTthe
h/T
chaproportion
Md a^foresaid
> * er place within this State, shall govern them informed me, ttiuv sue found. ft pu^itrvefy ual se ries and unceasing
The New Arabian Nights’ Entertain
succession of frauds!
enjoined by some of our wfiiers, that wft
for we do take the freedom to say that the ments, which have just made their appear
each town,plantation, or other place respect selves by the same rules, and assess the polls
her D. Livingston andhij, ively, to assess upon the respective inhabit therein ih the proportion as they may be asses must all be purged with cream of tartar and person who avails himself without reserve ance, promise to meet with quite as favora
brimstone,
4
to
be
taken
every
evening
for
jghtofone hundred andin i ants thereof, according to the value of the sed, to pay a State tax by virtue of this act,
and without compensation of the labours, ex ble a reception from the public as the former*
e said James Webster¿Ç«,î real estate therein owned or possessed by having regard to all such alterations of polls three weeks, in molasses ; this the whole penses and cares of the printer; is guilty of a series. Few, indeed, are the individuals who
family had to comply with, first, myself, who
in
of^one
of them, Uli
on the
first KlO,y
day VJX
of AVXCLj
May next, imd property as may happen within the same, being head of the family, I reckon first my moral, if not a legal fraud.—The newspaper have not lent a willing and a delightful ear
lh her right vr*
vmv hdDilife^each
LULil UL
Lliv All
part, the said Mariam:Ife either tn his own nght, or the right of others, subsequent to the assessment of the tax made wife, my brother Dick, who lives with me, publisher issues his sheet for the pui^ose ©f to the spell of these enchanting narratives,
----- J------* improved,((except
------ 7"—''pews ih by this act. excepting such parishes and so my son and my daughter, my negro boy, and giving to the honest subscriber, to afford in which are interwoven inseparably with all our
■ed2 and twenty sixth pit improved
or not
J. Cutts of one hnnfeH houses of public worship,) or upon the own cieties, for which a different provision fer as the servant maid. This cure we all went struction to his children, and gratification to earliest and fondest recollection, and to th©
part, the said FoxwellCPl
FoxwdlCi d’sof r eal estate ih such town, plantation, or sessing their taxes, is made by law: Provi through to entire satisfaction of my wife, who his family ; pot to amuse the individual who magical bowers and genii of which we recur*
ed and twenty sixth pm other place, whether such owner resides in ded alwaiys, That it shall be lawful for any had the pleasure to find her medicine produce can stoop to the meanness of withholding the in our maturer years, as a welcome relief
_
_
'
.
it’l fUj» (.’nffin r«»» nnf An film fl ref Anxr r»C TVTair nr*«. totvn, parish, society or plantation to make,
little sum of prpfit, at the best precarious and
hard "d
"Cuttl
o7o3i
the sa'rne or not, on the first day of May, acthe desired effect.
slender, the only proper article ofexchange from tne anxieties of actual life. The pres
t. ~ Tnrnni,
cording
cording
to the
to the
just
just
value
value
thereof:
thereof:
andand
upon
upon levy and collect any county, town, parish, so
Soon
after
this,
the
contagion
of
reading
xchpart,
„resi^ent proprietors
real estates
*
' w • J p 1 non
HUH-rcsidciit
jjTuprieiurs dt
wi.real
cstcitca lying
lying ciety or plantation tax, according to a new medical books spread through all my family, for paper, ink and printin g. We do not ’’.peak ent selection has been made from an original
Oriental MS lately discovered by the cele
wjthija such towns, plantation or other place, valuation, and for that purpose to cause a new
0o your petitioners ®tiiluy withiia
and scarce a day passed, but some of them of the inconvenience suffered by the subscri
annot possess, occupy, m their own right or the right of others, im- valuation to be taken therein, at any time of made use of some medicine or other. My ber himself, who is frequently prevented brated Von Hammer, and are now, for the
1 parts toanvadvaDm —
proved or not improved, and also on all the the year which may be determined upon at a poor brother Dick, after he had permission from deriving any benefit from his paper, un first time translated into our tongue by the
' in common and unttj inhabitants of such town, plantation, or other légal meeting to be'warned for that purpose. to read my books, had acquired a dejected til half a dozen of niggardly borrowers have Rev«. George Lamb,
Sect. 8. Be if further enacted, That the countenance, the cause of which I could not satisfied the curiosity they are willing to in
wholly lose the profits^ place, and all other persons possessing es
tates within the same, on the first day of May, assessors shall foake their several rate lists, conceive—at last he broke silence—4 frother, dulge, although not liberal enough to pay for,
ey pray that notice
FOR MECHANICS.
□ of law and that tbeirw according to the proportion of the amount of to be committed to the collectors or constà- said hè, (supposing Ï had read more than him because the Inuit is with the excessive good
Imitation of Mahogany. When any
bles
in
such
form,
hi
substance,
as
shall
be
nature
wfeich
induces
them
to
submit
to
such
their
respective
personal
estates,
including
iff and assigned to them
self)4 feel my pulse, I think I have too much
jur petitioners shall evem all moneys at interest more than they pay prescribed by the Treasurer of the State, blood ; ha£ 1 not better get bled, you know imposition, and the blame almost entirely at white wood is frequently done over with a
when
he
transmits
his
warrants
to
the
sev

interest
for,
and
all
debts
due
to
them,
more
that if too much blood gets into the head, it tributable to the easiness of disposition which concentrated solution from shavings of ma
Dominicus Cut®
than they are indebted for ;’ tnoneys of all eral towns and plantations, as herein direct produces apoplexy the symptom^ of its cannot forbid the injuries to their own rights hogany, and then polished, it acquires a lus
Sarah Thornton,
from the fear of offending their neighbours. tre and color much resembling mahogan/
kinds on hand; public securities of all sorts; ed.
Samuel Nye,and U all bank stock and shares (or property) in [Approved by the Gbvn’r, March 8, 1826.] appèarance says Buchan, is a remarkable The printer is considered as a public servant,
redness
in
the
face
and
you
see
that
is
exactly
Eunice Nye,
and as such, is bound to provide for the pub
any incorporated company for a bridge or
Manufacture of a Paper which has
Thomas Cutts, j turnpike road, or shares in any other incor AN ACT establishing the Portland Athe- the case with me.’ Ï could not but laugh at lic taste ; but we should as soon think of sit the Property of removing Rust
him; he was indeed red in the face, but such
DOMINICUS SCAMJlAj porated company possessing taxable proper
neum.
a redness as indicated the offspring of health. ting down at the well spread table of mine from Articles of Iron and Steel.—»
William Cutts, f ty, according to the just value thereof;
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and —Our maid, from an education at a country host of the tavern, and after relieving hunger, After having dried a certain quantity d£
William FROSTjWj and also the amount of all goods, wares anti House of Representatives, in Legislature as school, had learned to read ; she earnestly to sculk away without discharging his bill, pumice among live coals, and reduced it to
Mary Frost,
1 merchandize,
.vuauuwv, or any stock in trade, including sembled, That Ichabod Nichols, Edward requested her mistress to lend her a Doctor as to devour the entertainment weekly pro powder, grind it with linseed oil varnish, and
Tristram Hoo?.W 1 .stock employed in manufactories, not ex- Payson, Albion K. Parris, Prentiss Mellen, book to read on a Sunday afternoon. This vided by the Printer, without making him then dilute it with the same varnish, until it
by law
law;? vessels rvf
of all
all kinds
kinds whpfhpv
whether William P. Preble, Ashur Ware, Stephen reasonable request was granted,but poor crea his stated^ and fixed compensation for his
1
ABETH HOOfBl'ji empted hv
•at home or abroad, with all their stores and Longfellow, Nicholas Emery, Isaac Adams, ture, being not of the fairest complexion in the trouble and expense, in procuring and serving be thin enough to be laid upon paper with a
Luther D. W«.
pencil To give this layer a yellow, black»
up his various dishes.— Worcester LEgis.
appurtenances; and all pleasure carriages
& Sarah F. Livings^ drawn by one or more horses; mules, horses, Simon Greenleaf, Joseph Adams, William world, she in a little time, became quite low
or brownish-red color, the mass is mixed, be
James Webster,»J , and neat cattle, each of one wear old and up Willis, William B. Sewall, Charles'S. Daveis, spirited, and finding my wife and me alone
fore applying it to the paper, with a little
Robert Ilsley, Andrew L. Emerson, John one evening she came in and ventured to ex
ANTIQUE.
Caroline Webs®)| wards and swine six months old and upwards; Mussey, William Swan, Alford Richardson,
ochre, English red, or lamp black. Cares
press herself thus : Law ! mistress, I am
When the town of Barrington was first
Marianne Cutts,
and also the amount of income of such inhab- Barrett Potter, Eliphalet Greeley, James C. consumed and afraid I shall get the yellow, settled, a lot of land was set aside for the use must be taken to lay the substance on ag
equally as possible, and to dry it in the air.
itants from any profession, employment, or Churchill, George Warren, Nath’l Mitchell, jandlers, as I begin to look ve'ry^elloW 'in the
Thomas J. Cutts,
of the Parson of the Parish. This lot was
Foxwell C. Cum
by any annuity, or legacy, or other source, or i Benjamin Willis, Jeremiah Haskell, Oliver face. Decency prevented my laughter for a highly cultivated by their first minister, and When the first coat thus applied to the pa
per is dry, another is to be laid on in like
gained by trading at sea or on land, Stall other I Gerrish, Joseph Harrod, Jacob Knight, Hen while but when she had left the room I could
Richard D.Curft
presented many temptations to the roguish
by bis Guardian J property of the several kinds returned in the | ry Smith, William Wood, their associates, not but enjoy a comfortable laugh. My negro boys of the neighboring school. Their de manner. Those who manufacture it for sale
Richard E M last valuation for the purpose of taxation, ex- j and successors, be, and they he reby are con- boy is always eating roasted onions for bis
pass the paper thus prepared through a cyl
cepting sheep, household furniture, wearing \ stituted a body politic and corporate forever cold, but as he cannot read, he has luckily es predations induced him to place in his gar inder, to render it smooth. It fe further tor
ES EMERY, their>
den
a
strong
and
trusty,
dog,
who
for
a
long
apparel, farming utensils, tools of mechanics! by the name of the Proprietors of the Port caped every other disorder. One night as we
be observed, that the mass must be liquid»
necessary for carrying on their business, and 1 fond Atheneum : and by that name shall were about going to bed, my wife desired me time performed his duties very much to the and that it must be stirred about before ap
jere.
salt works for the manufacture of salt, and j have power to prosecute and defend suits at in the most serious manner, that if she should acceptance of the clergyman. Age, howev plying it to the paper.
'
also the machinery in cotton and woollen j law ; to have and to use a common seal; to ever be taken with a locked jaw, that I should er, crept Upon the dog as well as upon his
Mode of Securing Wooden Buil*
manufactories ; but carding machines used 1 take and hold for the objects of their associ- rub her jaw with musk, as she was convinced, master, and he became unserviceable. It
ate of MAI®
ior the purpose of carding rolls from sheep’s J ation, any estate, real and personal, to an a- from comparing the arguments of a variety was then concluded between the Parson and DINGS FROM THE EFFECTS OF FlRE. TwCJ
wool, whether attached to such manufacto-; mount not exceeding thirty thousand dollars of authors, that this was the best ' remedy. I and his Clerk to hang him. While the pre years ago a great theatre in Munich was
nes or not shall not by this exception be con- 1 and the same to use and dispose of, at their told her there was no danger of such an event, parations were making, a lad belonging to the burnt to the ground. This unfortunate ac
sidered as exempted from taxation.
i pleasure ; to make and execute any by-laws as I had Dr. Cullen’s word for it, that it sel school, having understood the cause of them, cident roused the attention of the chemists of
S0CT.3. Be it further enacted, That ev-: for the convenient management of their af- dom attacked females—indeed I am convin desired they would wait one moment while Bavaria to endeavor to discover some means
theC^'l ery freeholder or tenant who by virtue of this 1 fairs, not repugnant to the laws of the State • ced that a locked-jaw lady is rara avis in ter he could go into the school and bring poor of destroying the inflammability of wood ;
act, may be assessed and shall pay any sum [ and generally to have and enjoy all the pow- ris.
Tray a reprieve. The request was granted & of all the methods, the best, and that which
ior real estate m his possession, may require ers and privileges incident to corporations
and the dog »wed the respite of his execu» has been employed in the new theatre just
Thitherto
our
family
medicines
were
used
his landlord, the owner or agent of such es- instituted
for literary and scientific purposes.
purposes
stitutea tor
finished, was invented and proposed by Dr.
tion
to the following lines :
with
confidence
and
satisfaction
on
,
all
tate, to reimburse the half of such sum, unfurther enacted, That
'That it
Sect. 2. Be it further
Fuchs, Professor of Mineralogy in Munich.
sides,
till
I
considered
one
day
that
our
family
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“
Old
Barrington,
of
Barrington,
the
trusty
less it be otherwise provided for by an agree- shall be lawful for said corporation, in addiThe following is the process: 10 parts of
without
a
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consumed
more
medi

old cur,
rk, 'fi£hin
»0'
ment between them. And every owner of i tion to their reading room and library to
potash or soda, 15 parts of quartz (sand)
cine
in
one
year,
than
my
father
’
s
family
used
horses, mules, or neat cattle shall be taxed , make and collect a cabinet of specimens’ in
Who once used to bark if a mouse did but and 1 part charcoal are melted together«.
ested cofA%«
therefor, in the town, plantation or other I natural history, and mineralogy, and for such to do with the advice of a physician in six
stir;
This mass dissolved in water, and, either
years.
But
one
day,
when
my
wife
told
me
'therT ¿ekss«tt,>
place wherein he may be an inhabitant on; other scientific purposes, as to' said cornora •
But now has grown old and unable to bark, alone or mixed with earthly matters, ap
she
thought
it
would
be
well
to
weigh
our
the
first
day
of
May,
notwithstanding
any
of
tion may seem expedient.
Is
condemned
by
the
Parson,
to
be
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aze“ftbTrns ph K
food before wTe eat.it, lest we should eat to
plied to wood, completely preserves it fron>
said creatures may have been sent to some
Sect. 3.. Be it further enacted. That the
R the SfeJZW"'
his Clerk,
the action of fire. The detailed account of
'Other place for pasturage only, before that first meeting of said corporation, may be call much or to little, and that Sanctorious advised If age is thu s slighted and left in the lurch,
h,n atiäM
it for good reasons, I got such a disgust to
this process will be given afterwards. As
time.
ed by any three of the persons named in this
0 what will become of the sons of the the materials, viz. the alkali, quartz, and
:ation 3rnd‘“ynextte«'
Sect. 4. Be it further enacted, That the act, by giving reasonable notice of the time our scheme, that I resolved gradually to aban
Church
P
-----Treasurer in hissaid warrant shall require and place appointed for such meeting, in don it. I am now convinced of the truth of
charcoal; are in plenty in most districts
a saying of a rational medical writer. ‘That
The Portsmouth Gazette of Tuesday con where houses are built of wood, the com
the said Selectmen or Assessors, respective the public newspapers printed in Portland.
ly, to make a fair list of their assessments,
Sect. 4. Be it further, enacted, That the one or more of four things must happen to ev tains a communication from Estwick Evans, pound can always be had at a cheap rate. In
setting forth in distinct columns against each powers granted by this act, may be enlarged, ery human body—to live temperately, to use Esq. headed“ Views, of Greece, No. 1.” The America, where dreadful fires are of too fre
it be^raSvADBU^i
person’s name how much he or she is asses restrained, or annulled, at the pleasure of the exercise, to take physic, or be sick’—And I writer remarks that although he has materi quent occurrence, the preservative materials
am pretty certain that if I and my family per als for a volume, his “ numbers will neither
S&SS*'
sed for polls and for real and personal estate Legislature.
are abundant ; and there we may expect to
W1 income as aforesaid: distinguishing any [Approved by the Govn’r,?darch 6, 1826.]' severe in the two former courses, we need be numerous nor lengthyR Say you so?— hear of the compound being extensively
never be in danger of the t wo last.
then we shall copy them.
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NINETEENTH CONGRESS........ FIRST SESSION.

SENATE.
S ATURDAY, APRIL 30.

The Senate did hot sit this day.
MONDAY, MAY 1.

Mr. Hayne, the Chairman of the Select
Committee on the Subject of the establish
ment of an uniform system of Bankruptcy,
delivered his sentiments in support of that
bill, until the usual hour of adjournment.
TUESDAY, MAY 2.

About two hours were passed ifi secret ses
sion, and the remainder of the day was occu
pied in the consideration of the Panama ap
propriation Bill, together with the amend
ment, and Mr. Holmes against it, when the
question was taken on it, and it was rejected.
Ayes 19—Noes 24. The bill was then or
dered to be engrossed for a third reading.
Ayes 24, Nays 19.
*

WEDNESDAY, MAY 3.

The consideration of the bill further to
amend the Judicial system of the United
States was resumed. The question was,
“ Will the Senate recede from their amend
ment in relation to the arrangement of fee
Circuits, and to theresidence of the Judges
in their respective circuits ?” Mr. Van Bu
ren moved that the Senate adhere to their
amendment. The motion was determined
in the affirmative, Yeas 29, Nays 12»

MAIS ARTXCXCS
COUNTERFEITERS.
On the 5th of April, a gang of counterfeit
ers were apprehended in Kentucky, in a rock
house, or cave. Three were taken in the
cave engaged at work, and two others were
apprehended outside. Nearly a horse load of
implements for coining money were found con
cealed in the cave, and a quantity of spurious
gold and silver, such as doubloons, half ea
gles, and dollars. The dollars were calcula
ted to deceive good judges.—The coins
and stamps arc all Spanish, except the half
eagles. The doubloons are dated 1800, with
the letterS, and figure 8. The half eagles
dated 1807. The dollars 1816, ’18, ’20, ’21 and
22.—This establishment is only a branch of
some other, as the money found, on compar
ing it with the stamps, was not made in the
cave, but extensive arrangements were ma
king to commence.—The persons found in
the cave were Henry D. Cook, of Richmond,
Ken. Samuel Eaton, and Jeremiah Jones, of
Paolj. Indiana. Elisha Harrison and David
M’Alexander, of Richmond County, taken
outside the cave were discharged by the.
Court. Eaton and Jones Were sent to prison.
Cook pretended to b© very sick, and from
some lenity shown him, made his escape.
N. ¥• Dai. Advertiser.

BRIDGEPORT, MAY 3.

On Friday last, at the Superior Court in
Fairfield, before his honor Judge Bristol,
came on the trial of Mrs. Weed, of Ne w Ca
naan, for manslaughter. The prisoner is a
married woman above 40 years old ; the de
ceased was a female orphan child, under ten
years of age, living in the family of the pris
oner. It was claimed on the part of the pros
ecution, that the deceased came to her death
by the frequent & inhuman beatings of the pris
oner ; tlTat these, together with exposure to the
cold, want of sufficient food and care, during
the winter, produced the disease of which
the child diedx The child had been disenterred three days after its burial, and examined
by Physicians, who testified as to its appear
ance, and several persons testified respect
ing the treatment of the child. We had
prepared a report of the trial and evidence,
but as the prisoner is to have another trial
it may be improper to publish it. The pris
oner did not justify her. treatment of the de
cea-.efebut Claimed the death was produced
by a constitutional disease, and that no evi
pence was given of cruelty to the child suf
ficient to cause its death. The jury not be-.
ing able to agree in a verdict, the prisoner
gave bail in the sum of §1500 for her appear
a nee at the next Superior Court, and was
discharged. The Courthouse was crowded
during the trial with both sexes.

EAGLE. BANK..
As the public generally appear to be much j Nathan Gilbert of Troy, last week found
in the dark regarding the Eagle Bank* the his wife in a boarding house in New-York,
writer of this communication, who is neither and it it sup posed, exasperated by her indis
a debtor, creditor, nor shockholder, ventures creet conduct, stabbed her in the breast, so
to present the following statement, and chal
deep, that she died in about fifteen minutes.
lenges a contradiction.
$9^000 Gilbert has been committed to prison. The
The
circulation
is
estimated,
at
THURSDAY, MAY 4. ;
100,000 deceased had left home in Troy, some time
The Senate resumed the consideration of Due to L. Catlin
90,000 before, and her husband was in search of
“ “ Savings Bank
the bill “ to establish a uniform system of “ “ Other Banks and Depositors
60,000 her, when he found her at the house of ill
Bankruptcy throughout the United States,” “ “ , Ecclesiastical Societies, 8cc.
123,800 fame. He endeavoured in vain to persuade
'and the question being on Mr. Randolph’s
her to return home—she is twenty nine
motion of indefinite postponement,—Mr.
Total,
$1,189,800 years old-—had been married five years to a
Berrien rose and delivered a speech of an
The amount of sound money on hand, or man of good habits.—Bost, Traveller.
hour’s duration, in reply- to Mr. Randolph, secured, and free from a contest, is not more
and in support of the bill. Mr. Randolph than sufficient for the special assignments
A LOUD CAUTION.
rejoined in a speech of two hours. Mr. Ber and the expenses of litigation, which are
We learn by the Morris Palladium, that
rien observing there was no quorum pres spoken of as enormous.
About one hundred thousand dollars more on Friday afternoon, 14th inst. Mr. Abraham
ent, moveff’Hn adjournment. Mr.Randolph
then withdrew his motion. Mr. Chandler will pay all the debts due to the Bank, except Hennion, of Parcippany, about seven or eight
said they could debate without a quorum, ( those of three or four largq debtors, designa miles from that town, having returned from
though they could not vote without one. ted as doubtful. The true value of those a short hunting ramble, whilst standing near
The motion to adjourn was lost. Mr. Hayne debts I pretend not now to estimate. But it his own house in conversation with a friend,
then rose and briefly replied to the argu is notorious, that one of these debtors has a and leaning upon his gUns with the brich up
claim on the Bank of over four hundred thou on the ground and the muzzle under his arm,
ments of Mr. Randolph and then stating, sand
dollars for endorsements ; a sum far
from the time which the bill had already oc beyond his own proper indebtedness and he one of his little children, in some way unob
cupied, Without their having got through the has, therefore, been advised by able council, served, touched the lock, and the piece
first section, and the certainty there was of -to attempt no payment to the Bank. Anoth was instantly discharged, almost severing
its n,ot passing the other House if it should er debtor stoutly denies that any balance is his arm ffoisi his body. A physician was
pass through the Senate, agreeably to the due from him to the Bank ; and another has called, who took his arm off; but he never
promise he had given a few days ago, that had the dexterity to extricate from an at had faculties to speak, and died in a few
if it was found that it would occupy more of tachment of the agepts, property that could hours ; leaving a disconsolate wife and five
their time than they could bestow on the hâve paid $60,000,. by substituting about $16,- small children to lament his untimely exit.
The gun was one which appears to have been
discussion of its important principles, he 000 Eagle bills, worth about £or $6000.
long used and so fifiueb Out of order, as to g<———
N\ H. Her.
would consent to its being laid on the table,
off half cocked, and in consequence of this
EXTRAORDINARY ELOPEMENT.
he now made that motion, whiclvwas car
ried unanimously. And the Senate then ad
The Portsmouth, Ohio, paper of April 18, defect, had, sometime previous, destroyed
relates the following singular affair : We the arm of one of his neighbors.
journed.
have to record the most unnatural transac
tion that overcame to our knowledge. It is
SHAKERS.
FRIDAY, MAY 5.
Bills for the relief of Clark. McPherrin, the elopement of a husband from bis wife and
Mrs. Dyer, so well known as a defamer
seven
children
;
and
of
a
wife
from
her
hus

for the relief of Noah Noble, and to aid cer
of the Shakers, is preparing for the press a
tain Creek Indians in their removal beyond band, her child of two years old, and from second edition of her portraiture of Shaker
her
infant
at
the
breast.
The
affair
took
the Mississippi, were passed and sent to the
place in Alexandria, opposite this town, one ism, in which she intends to introduce a new
House of Representatives.
night last week.—It appears that on the body of testimemy against the morals of that
has been lately printed at
of the elopement, tim husband of sect.
absconding.^^- x-etTi ccf to bed witH Her
N. Y« essprrsjhTg" the chamcHOUSE OF REPRESENTATIFES. the
and his children, and fhat as soon at
s she Veh of ths? Shakers in that village. Among
SATURDAY, APRIL 30.
found him secured by sleep, she arose and other charges, it is stated, that two of the
The House was principally engagedin pas dressed herself; took, all her clothing, and im sisters have been seen bathing in presence of
sing bills through Committee of the whole.
mediately joining her seducer, they took to one of the elders.
their boat which was in readiness, and went
down the river. What is most remarkable
MONDAY, MAY 1.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
The House (resumed the consideration of relative to this transaction, the woman here
Informations
were filed yesterday by the
tofore
has
borne
a
good
character,
is
of
res

the bill for the relief of the surviving Officers
of the Army of the Revolution, and after pectable family, was affectionate to her hus County Attorney against the principal Lotspending several hours in discussing various band, kind to her children, and generally esr Ury Brokers, under the provisions of the
new law which makes it his official duty so
amendments, adjourned without coming to teemed by her acquaintance.
to do. We learn that distinguished Coun
any decision..
SEA ALARM BELL.
sel are retained by the Brokers, with a view
The Boston Palladium states that, Mr. to the discussion of certain constitutional
TUESDAY, MAY 2.
The bill to provide for the surviving offi Dearborn of that city, some time kince in and other questions which are involved in the
cers of the revolution was, after an unsuc vented a mode of giving notice, on board a case.-— B. Daily .Adv.
cessful motion to lay it on the table, com ship, on passing a shoal. A chain is lowered
SOUND SLEEPERS.
mitted with instructions, on motion of from the taffrail to any number of feet at
Mr. Estill, of, Virginia. The bill may be which you intend to have notice of the ground
The Wellsboro, Pa. Pioneer mentions that
considered as lost, at least for the present —-and the striking on.the bottom of the end the blacksmiths shop of Mr. Henry Sligh in
session. The House then went into com of the chain causes a bell to ring on deck.
The following is a letter frôm Capt. Sleep Shippen- town, was one night during last
mittee of the- Whole on the Louisville and
week, entirely destroyed by fire, and al
Portland Canal, and the Illinois Canal er, of the Ship Hogarth, just arrived at the though situated within 40 yards of the house,
bills. The former was subsequently order Havana from Boston
the family knew nothing of their own loss or
ed to a third reading on Wednesday, and the
HAVANA, APRIL 9, 1826,
otjier was recommitted.
“I have pretty fully tried the utility of danger, till the next morning.
Mr. Dearborn’s Warner, or Alarm Sounding
It appears, (says Noah’s Advocate,) that
Bell, and believe it will realize his most san
WEDNESDAY, MAY 3.
Mr. Strong, of New-York, made an effort guine expectations. In six fathoms of water, Captain Sy mmes and his adjunct Mr. Rey
to call up a bill relative to school lands in the at the rate of five and a. half knots, the alarm nolds are a; variance on the subject of the
different States, but the motion was not sus was instantané,ous and effectual ; and with Lectures-—both advertising .separate dis
tained, not owing to any hostility to the bill the addition of another guy from tbrjyard, I courses on ths theory. If an appeal to arms
is necessary, it had better take place at the
itself, but to the lateness of the session, the think it will answer in 8.or 9 fathoms,
necessity of going through the bills in the or going at the rate of 6 or 7 knots. I tried it ni Poles. At all events, there is no doubt that
shoaler
water,
from
16
feet
to
five
fathoms,
Capt. Sy mmes is the real Simon Pure.
der in which they have been reported by fee
select committee, and the fact that this bill and the experiment was perfectly satisfacto
ry—and I give it as my unqualified opinion
Messrs. Carey. '& Lea announce that they
involves new principles, which might possi that on certain voyages^ it must be consider
have the new Waverley novel, Woodstock, in
bly lead to a discussion.
ed as a very valuable acquisition to a ship— the press, it comes seasonably, as the warm
& it will not be my fault if it is not introduced weather approaches, when a work of the
THURSDAY, MAY 4.
into general use.—It is still susceptible, how Great Unknown operates as a relief from the
Mr. Storrs, from the committee on Naval ever, of few trifling improvements which I
heat, by absorbing attention. We have read
Affairs, reported a bill “ for the réliefof could point out?1
a few of the first chapters of Woodstock,
Wm. H. Bassett,” which was twice read
and might auger well of the whole, from
and committed. Mr. Storrs also made a re
RATTLESNAKES.
their character and so much of the plot as
port upon a resolution offered some time
Nat. Gaz.
John Hawkins, Esq. of Eagle Creek, Ohio, they indicate.
since .and referred to the Committee on Na
a short time since, witfv a number of his
val Affairs., and which directed them to in neighbors
opened a spot of ground to the
zl vessel from London lately at Dominica,
quire into the propriety of directing the re depth of eight feet, which he suspected was
moval of the remains of the late Capt. Oliver a den of rattlesnakes.—One hundred, and fi f threw her sand ballast on Trotts-wharf.
Soon afterwards a number of slaves were
H. Perry to the United States, asking to be ty from three to ten feet long were killed and seen dancing merrily on it. On inquiring the
discharged from the further consideration of a number made their escape.
cause of their joy, they exclaimed, “ Massa,
thè subject,—Mr. S. moved to lay the report
we free now—dis Inglis ground’—Pal.
on the table. The motion was agreed to,
GENEROSITY.
aye^Zf ♦ noes 30,
Mr. P. Canfield, manager of the Universi A NEW WAY OF SELLING GOODS.
James Smith, a pedler, said to be from
ty Lottery, eighth class has given notice that
FRIDAY, MAY 5.
he will appropriate one halfoi the profits on New-York has been imprisoned at Concord,
There was a long discussion on the bill the sales of Tickets’in said lottery, to the Mass, charged with attempting to force wo
providing for the' relinquishment of certain heirs of the late Robert Fulton. The whole men to buy his goods, by presenting a pistol!
lands sold by the United States in Ohio, amount of the profits it is anticipated will
which with the routine business occupied the amount to from $10 fe $20,000-,
Pigeons are so plentiful in the Albany
whole day.
market as to be sold at 13 cents a dozen.
The Connecticut Mirror remarks, that duIn a late case of seduction in England, the
We understand that Mr. Randolph, in the court room was thronged with ladies. Bar ringlast week they have come into market
course of his six hours’ speech on Wednes on Garrow, who presided, said, “ I do not at Hartford by cart loads, and the shad by
day last, made some personal allusions to desire the ladies to wait in court to hear boat loads.
Maj. Russell, the Editor of the Centinel, who any thing that may shock their modesty, un
You are rapidly degennerating as a na
wa§ presen tin the« Senate Chamber. It may less they like itP' The paper adds, “one
be in order in the Senate of the United States or two ladies then retired, but the remainder tion.—Look at your Congress; where are
for a member to indulge in rude personal kept their seats.” What a fine thing for the grave Senators, who had seats there
attacks on gentlemen accidentally present, the Quarterly Review, if such an occurrence twenty years ago or even in the first session
that body. But began at manhood, and
who have no connection with the subject in had taken place in the U. States ! The testi of
are now on the decline.”
debate, but in almost any other public body, mony, even as Deported in the papers, is
Such were the remarks of an intelligent
it would be regarded as a breach of deco- such as no American lady would voluntarily foreigner, a few days since, on reading an ac
rum.—Bost. D. Adv*
listen to,
count of the proceedings in the U. S. Senate.

DISTRESSING SHIPWRECK.
The Brig Blandford from Newfoundland
for Oporto Feb 9, fell in with a wreck suppos
ed to be an American sehr. water logged, and
nothing standing but a part of the mainmast,
of about 120 or 130 tons burthen, painted cab
in windows, green bottom, olive green bul
warks outside, painted with patent green in
side, billet head, with white mouldings. On
board the wreck were three men, having a
Spanish jack suspending to a pole, and part
of a naked human body lashed to the windlass,
which appeared to be their only subsistence
for some time.—They appeared to be in a
deplorable state« We hove close to them,
but in consequence of a very heavy sea, and
finding we were driving fast to leeward, we
took a reef in the foresail with the hopes of
remaining by them to take them off the W*eck,
but the sea continuing to run very high and
the wind blowing very hard, at 3, P. M-. we
lost sight of the wreck. At 6> the wind veer
ed to the N. W. and blowing very hard, all
hopes of again falling in with her vanished,
and our own vessel being leaky, and much
disabled from the severity of the weather we
had experienced on leaving the coast of New
foundland, with two of the crew unable to do
their duty and the others much frost bitten, we
put before the wind for our own safety, and
anchored in Oporto February 24.
PORTLAND, MAY 9.
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The follovcng is an extract of ajetterfr
a very respectable merchant at $t?
dated March 16, to a house in this citv^
ceivud by the ship Sabina: s
“ We have just received intelffvencp^-. I
Madras, by the English SLip Mulish ?
the Burmese War is at. an end, -fed that th
have beetv compelled to pay mthelGiu?]
12,500 000/sterling, with an
¿1
five provinces.
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The brig Brazilian, which arrived last Pv' I
hniaw?'(^St
.mng, brings advices from Lima to the 1st A
I ebruary. We have not vet seen the let; A
be
but understand vessels had not yet been 3?
BRlp
mitted into Callao owing to the filthy state
^weekS.±r
the fortress, which was undergoing a nnnf I
cation Many of the troops of Rodil are '
5 , some enterPr
said to have died of starvation, and been W i on.
l"diesZjl S0*“4
'«J to tempt
, Joof fe“ssia
fill- fathoms water
in L harbor m M
of
Extracts of letters from St. Iago, de Cuba
khat they had
■su L with chain cat
dated 2) st and 23d March.
“ I have to'inform you of the arrival hC”eof I
rrherbottom, ai
the Spanish fleet from the Havana, cvu»is
1J se 'ral feet from tb<
of three ships offifty guns and two of forty ur" I
ly one of the ch:
na settled to the h
der the command of Commodore La Borde
with one thousand troops for this place • at 1 ag be able t°. raiS
the same time, a French frigate of fifty
I at) They have oi
arrived alsofrom the Havana, with thefercl ! pc
! bishop of this place. On Sunday, the 19th i
mst. an eighty gun Ship, with a twentv-six
NEW PL
gun sloop, arrived from Cadiz in 38 days I I
new Post
cannot learn that they have brought any I
thing new. On the 16th, arrived the Amei- i
¡shed in Parsons
ican schooner Caravan, Trott, from Balti- • tä
more, with flour, which is now selling at sevR . John" Buzze
¡Master. All!
enteen to eighteen dollars.
P< Led for the nor
The detention of the vessel by which this
goes, enables me to inform you that the fail- j in
L be directed t
ure of the house of Cheaine & Cassarnajor d ..sh
CWA
C
jun. for about 600,000 dollars, was made nub- I
lie on the morning of the 2.3d.—1'his failure j
and that of Wright and Shelton, have given
tthe Supreme J
a death blow to, the business of this place for
y [ on the last Tu
some time to come ; confidence is lost, and I |
believe not a dollar of credit could now be I B Lek, Esq. was a
obtained. It is supposed the stoppage of C. I ail Charles 0. Ei
Sc C. will cause much distress in this place' '
_ a JTr-rYTv
ai
: and
osh K
Fai
as above one half of their debts are due I
itted
to
practice
here.”
Gaz> ’

FIRE 1
On Saturday evening last, about half past
ten o’clock, the citizens of this town were
alarmed by a cry of fire, and since the con
flagration m Green-st. in 1822, they have not
witnessed so extensive a destruction of prop
erty as on that night. The fire commenced
in a Store occupied by Mr. Harlow Harris,
in West Market Row, nearly opposite the
head of Green street. Mr. Harris, having
himself put out his fire and extinguished his
candles, closed his store about an hour before
the fire was discovered, .md left it as he sup
posed perfectly safe; but it seems he had
accidentally sown a seed, which suddenly
produced an abundant harvest of destruction.
Mr. H.’s goods were all consumed ; the store
contiguous to and eastward of Harris’, occu
pied by Messrs. Webb and Say ward, with all
its contents, was consumed, and the fire con
tinued its ravages in this direction- till it
reached the brick store occupied by Stephen
M. Gage, destroying in its course the stores
occupied by Clement Pennell and, William
Cutter: about half of Pennels goods were sa
ved, and also a part of Cutter’s. Here .the
panama.
progress of the fire in this direction was ar
As this Spanish city has become Famous of
rested by the exertions of the citizens, aided
by the barrier presented by the fire-proof late, and will probably be more so, a brief
brick stores owned by Joseph Gould, Jr. account of it may be pleasing to our readers,
The store next above that in which the fire
Salmon tells us that Panama is the capital
commenced occupied by Gen. J. K. Smith, of the province of Darien that it is situated
Inspector of Pot and Pearlash was burnt; it at lat. 9, upon a ca aciotisbay of the Pacific
contained 70 or 80 barrels of Potash, about ocean ; but we think, it more correct to say
50 of which were removed. The fire con that the province of Panama was in the
tinued its progress up the street till it succes Viceroyalty of New Grenada, and that it is
sively destroyed the store formerly occupied bounded east by the province of Darien«
by Noah Harding, but then unoccupied; that We may not be correct in the new denomi^
owned and occupied by Roscoe G. Greene, nations of some of these old Spanish settle
and that occupied by Israel Foster and own
ed by Col. C. Q. Clapp, standing on the cor ments. Ships cannot come nearer than
ner of Maine and Free Streets; from these three miles to the city of Panama, bul ard
two the goods were all removed, except a obliged to unload at the island of Perica,
small quantity of salt in the latter. It ex such is the shallowness of the water.
Panama was the see of a Bishop and the
tended down Free street to the one story
dwelling house occupied by James Trumbull, residence of the Governor of the Province J
wltieh was tom down to prevent its further and was once the depot of the riches d Perui
progress; on Free Street, Union. Hallover and there stored in magazines, before transthe stores, and two dwellin^houses were i porting ibenrto Europe ; and here^ too, was
consumed, one occupied by Mrs. Cutter, and the deposite of the various merchandize: of
the other by Mrs. Prichard ; the furniture of Europe, to be disposed of at enormous pri
both was partially saved. On the easterly ces, to the oppressed colonists, for the kings
side of Free Street a small barn containing a 6f Spain monopolized every thing valuable
quantity of hay was burnt, near the dwelling m commerce.
house of James Sawyer, which was frequent
Old Panama stood about four milfes from
ly wrapped in flames from the burning
stores, and would probably have been consu the present city. It was taken by Sir Henry
med, notwithstanding the great and unremit Morgan, and was destroyed by fire While the
ted exertions with the engines, but for the English possessed it, probably in order touetermined courage and persevering vigi rid themselves of the plunderers. The old
lance of two females, who continued in it and city- was built of wood—the new one chiefly
extinguished the burning substances,, which of stone and pretty well fortified. There is
were driven into its different apartments little doubt but it will become a placeof
through the broken windows. The dwelling great importance, and be named as often in
house of Major Bartol narrowly escaped the America, as Utrecht has been since 1713 in
conflagration. The beat was so great, that Europe, and from a similar cause.
the window frames in the brick buildings on
Panama is pronounced in the last syllable
the westerly side of Maine street four rods broad ; not so as to rhyme with law. but with
distant from the burning buildings, were sev the interjection ah ! And so too of Cwnank.
eral times on fire. Thegoodpand furniture The fashionable mode of pronouncing Nagwere removed from several of the stores and ArA, by laying the accent on the g, is a de
dwelling-houses, both on Maine and Free viation from the original Indian.
streets, but fortunately the hand of the des
The name Panama has reference to the
troying angel was stayed, and the occupants
were permitted to replace them without in resemblance in shape to a loaf of bread.
Bos. Pat.
jury, except what was occasioned by their
precipitate removal. Messrs. Webb'& Sayward were insured on their stock for the sum
An American gentleman, now at Panama,
of $1200 by the New England Insurance. writes under date of the 20th December,
Company at Concord N. H.; Mr. Harris was that Messrs. Pedro Gaul, and Pando, for Pe
also insured on. his stock, $1000, by the same ru, had arrived to attend the Congress. It
office, and Mr. Pennell for the same sum by is thought nothing can take place before
the Manufacturers Insurance Co. at Boston. April, as many members cannot arrive be
The building occupied by Mr. Greene was fore that period.
owned by him, and was insured by the Com
monwealth Insurance Office, in Boston, for
We have understood that Mr. King, in
$1250: whether there was any other insu
rance is not known. The buildings burnt consequence of his ill health, has determined
resign his mission to England, and to ask
were principally owned by N. Harding, who to
estimates his loss at $8000, on which he states leave to return to the United States. We
there was no insurance. The damage sus have also understood that his request has
tained by the fire is not ascertained. The been acceded to, and that he is expected to
citizens, though many of them had retired to take his departure from England during the
Nat. Journal.
rest, were remarkably prompt in repairing next month.
to the assistance of the distressed^ and it is
not recollected when, on a similar occasion,
We find in the National Intelligencer of
so great a number has been so soon collected Saturday the speech of Mr. Trimble, in re
and ready for action. The several Eh^ine ply to Mr, M’Duffie. It is as pretty a; speci
Companies are entitled to much credit for men of rude eloquence as mortal eye hath
the vigorous and skillful manner in. which seen for a century. Speaking of the calum
they managed and applied their engines niators of Mr. Adams and Mr. Secretary
The destruction of property by this fire is Clay, he holds the following language :«>*»
not so great as that occasioned by the fire of
1822, near the same place. The weather
“ A.nd is there no shield for honest mp
was calm, there being only a gentle Wester against political defamers ? no check upon
ly breeze, which was increased a little as the political calumniators? no punishment for
fire advanced. The scene was awfully sub slanderers ? no thunderbolts for Judas’s ri
lime ; spiral volumes of fire rose high in air, factious opposition ?—
and Cast on near objects an intense, but on
distant objects a lurid light; in the distance “ Tell us, ye spirits of the mighty dead,
was “ darkness visible,” and the cloudless “ Ye, who at Mai athon and Leuctra bled”—
sky was starless.—Argus.
Ye, who at Brandywine andYorktown bled—
have ye no hidden thunder in your cloud cap
Accounts from Botany Bay to Sept. 18, ped bills? no thunderbolt, red with uncommon
stale that a tribe of natives have been discov wrath, to smite the foul defamers ere they
ered at a distance of four or five hundred execute their fell intents, and, save their vic
miles from the English settlements,, who are tims from the fury of revenge ? Nay-hold
“ white in complexion, clothed in skins, and immortal spirits—-hold ! Launch not your
superior to all the natives of New-Holland.” thunderbolts upon such vile calumniators ;
the death would fie too^lorious for their deeC^
The splendid new ship La Plata, of 64 of defamation. Let the hangman lead them
guns, Capt. Thompson, went to sea on Satur to the gallows and the gibbet, and let the ra
day morning, at 9 o’clock, with a fine N. W. vens of the forest feed and fatten on their
wind, said to be bound to Carthagena.
flesh, until they pick each tainted carcase
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FIÌOBATE WOT2GSS.

At a Court of Probate holden at .Kennebunk,
within andfor the county nJ York, an the
eighth of May, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and twenty six.
It is rumoured at Washington that Mr.
/^N the petition of Joseph Downs, admin
Brown, our Minister at Paris, will succeed
OFFERS FO'R SALE,
istrator of the estate of Isaac Downs,
Mr. King at London, and that Mr. Gallate of Lyman, in said county, Joiner, deceas
Jatin will be tendered the Embassy to France.
CT o’ths’ °^Ve’ and MikCd BROA^
ed, representing that the personal estate o
jV.T. Gaz.
Do.
do.
do. and Drab Cassimeres 1
said deceased is not sufficient to pay the just
At N. York in the case of Gilbert, who
debts which he owed at the time of his death, Cassinetts . White and Striped Drilling •
pursued his wife from Troy, found her in the
URSUANT to authority from the Su by the sum of two hundred and twenty dol CalicoesFig’d and Plain Swiss MUSLIN i
.
f
lap of another man at a house in N. York, and
preme Judicial Court of the State of lars ; and praying for a license to sell and Common, do. Cambricks
Merino Shawls and Points ;
killed her, the Coroner’s, Inquest found the
Maine, I hereby give notice that I shall sell convey
at
so much of the real estate of said de
fact of killing, without denominating it wilful
Public Auction in Wells, at the store of Wal ceased as may be necessarv for the payment of Cassimere and Cotton do.
Black, and Fig’d SILKS ;
murder.
ter Littlefield, on Wednesday the 14th day of said debts and incidental charges»
ORDERED, That the petitioner give no-J Silk and Cotton Flag Hdkfs. ;
June, A. D. 1826, at two o’clock P. M. all
William B. Gyles has been.elected a mem
the right, title and interest which Mary Ann tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and Bandana and Fancy do. ;
ber of tile Virginia Legislature.—Rzc/z. Enq.
Littlefield and Sarah Littlefield, (minors and to all persons interested in said estate, by caus Barvye Scarfe, Hdkf’s and Points i •
children of Joshua Littlefield 4th, late of said ing a copy of this order to be published in the British Gmghams; English, do.;
x BRIG SOMERS.
Wellsj have in the following parcels of Land Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk, Fancy & Plain RIBBONS ; Irish LINENS *
Plain and Figr’d CRAPES ;
A few weeks since an expedition was fitted
lying in Wells aforesaid, to wit.
m said County, three weeks successively, that,
out by some enterprising citizens of Boston
A certain tract of land containing about two they may appear at a Probate Court to be held 1 Italian and Pressed, do. ; Linen Cambrics x
to attempt to raise the brig Somers with a
acres more or less, bounded as follows—Begin at Limerick, in said county, on the second Parasols, Umbrellas, Patent Suspenders*
full cargo of Russia goods, which was sunk
ning at the road at Reed’s Brook, so called — Tuesday of June next, at ten o’clock in the Vestings, Bobinett Laces, Cotton, do.
in 14 fathoms water, 6 milej to the eastward
thence running northwesterly to a certain riv forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, Grandurells, Buckram, Millinetts.
of this harbor in February last. W’e under
er, and bounded southerly by land owned by why the prayer of said petition should not be
stand that they had succeeded in getting her
the heirs of Eben Littlefield, late of said Wells, granted.
slung with chain cables round her sides and
and northerly by Samuel and John Hill’s land
JONAS CLARK, Judge of raid Court. ‘ First quality YARNS, from 6 to i<; •
Siieetuigs Shirtings, Tickings, Ginghams,
under her bottom, and on Tuesday raised her
—being the same that was formerly owned by
Copy—Attest,
several feet from the ground, when unfortu
Checks, Satmetts, Wick Yarn ;
Samuel Curtis.
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
nately one of the chains parted and the brig
May 13.
Also, a certain piece of land lying at the
again settled to the bottom. They will prob
neck, so called, and containing two acres and
ably be able to raise her. and get her into
three rods, being the same which the said At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, ‘with Chissds, Gouges, Butts, Screws ;
port. They have our best wishes.
Joshua- Littlefield purchased of Pelatiah Little
in andfor the County of York, on the eighth Table and .Desari Knives and Forks s
san?
Portsmouth Adv.
NEWS field, Jan. bounded by the road leading to the
of May in the year of our Lord eighteen Riggers, Butcher, Shoe, Jack and Pen Knivesj
beach, by John and Clement Littlefield’s land,
Brass and Iron door Buttons with plates :
hundred and twenty-six.
NEW POST OFFICE.
and by salt marsh.
1TVORY T. HOVEY, Executor of the last Table and Tea Spoons ;
Also, about two acres of land lying at said
A new Post Office has been recently es
will and testament of IvorY Hovey, late Door. Chest, Pad and Portable Desk Locks;
Neck or long point, so called,, being the same of South Berwick, in satd county, deceased; Commode Knobs, Lion Heads, Cloak Ping ;
EEUJYEBUJYK, MAY 13
tablished in Parsonsfield, in this county, and
that .was devised to the said Joshua Littlefield having presented his second account of admin Bi ass and Iron Hat Hooks ; Lamps :
Rev. John Buzz ell has been appointed
\
memoranda.
by his father in his last will and testament— istration of the estate of said deceased for al Horn and Tm Lanterns ;
Post Master. All Letter* and Newspapers
Portland, May 6—Ar. brig Betsey and and joins land of Jonas Littlefield, and the lowance.
Brass and Wood Faucets ;
intended for the nqrth section of said town Mary, Sweetser, 20 days from Port au Prince. widow Hannah Eldridge’s thirds.
ORDERED, That the said Ivory T. Hov Floor, Hearth, and Shoe Brushes ; Paint* do.
GffGonaives, passed a lumber laden brig,
Alsu, the following parcels of land lying at ey give notice to all persons interested, by I atent and Common Coffee Mills; Hatchets t
should be directed to the Post Office, Bia- apparently eastern, bound in ; 4th,’ brig Cu
or near Maryland ridge, so called, being a causing a copy of this order to be published Hammers, Curry Combs ;
zo’s Corner, York Countij, Me.
ba, Knight, 11 days from Matanzds.
part of the homestead of Capt« James Little three weeks successively in the Kennebunk Iron Squares, (for framers); Bellows :
Saco, May 4—Ar. sch. Abigail, Sawyer, field late, of said Wells, and by him devised to Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they ipay Sad Irons. Shovel and Tongs ;
At the Supreme Judicial Court h olden at N. York; 7th, schs. Volga, Cole, Bermuda’ his son Joshua Littlefield 41b, to wit—About
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Lim Ames Shovels; Stison Hoes ; Ship Scrapers«
York, on the last Tuesday of April, Ichabod in ballast, having been blown off on her pas sixty acres, more or less, formerly owned by erick, in said county, on the second Tuesday
sage
from
Wilmington,
N.
C.
;
Globe,
Hill,
Butler, Esq. was admitted as a Counsellor, Middletown ; sailed, 8th, schs. Sally, Tar the heirs of Caleb Kimball, deceased — bound of June next, at ten of the clock in the fore
and Charles O. Emerson, Samuel Brad box, Boston; Ossipee, Emmons, do.; sloop ed easterly by James Littlefield’s land—west noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why Blue Printed, Enamel’d, and C. C. Plates s
erly by the town road and Joshua Gray’s land, the same should not be allowed.
ley and John Fairfield Esquires, were Ortho, Benson, do.
Do.
do. Tea Setts ;
northerly and southerly by Samuel Black Lit
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Enamel’d Cups and Saucers ;
Portsmouth, May 2—Ar. brig Hannah, tlefield’s and William Eaton’s land.
admitted to practice as Attorneys.
Copy—Attest,
B. P-. and Enamel’d qt. and pt. Bowls ;
Chase, .32 days from Demarara; 5th, brig
Also, about ten acres of pasture land bound
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
Ellen, Blunt, 23 days from Martinico ; 8tli,
C. C. do. ; Pitchers, Mugs, Toy cans ;
May 13.
sch. Hope, Frost, 17 days from Rum Key. ■ ed easterly by James Littlefield’s land—south
Half pt. Mugs, &c*
erly by Joshua Gray’s land, westerly by Isaiah
Boston, May 6—-Cleared, brig Ferox, N. Getchell’s land, and northwesterly by the
XTOTICE is hereby given to the heirs of
Orleans ; 10th, ar. brig Byron, Smith, May
agüez-, 25 ; schs. Betsey, Varrell, Wells ; road.
* the estate of Paul Chadbourn, late
Also,
about
ten
acres
of
land,
being
a
part
of Waterborough, in the county of York, yeo
Fame, Jacobs, N. York ; Sloop Milo, Gray,
of
the
tract
of
land
formerly
owned
by
Nicho

Saco ; cld. brig Gov. Parris, Fernaid, Saco', '
man deceased, and all others concerned-—That
Jamaica, St. . ) D ini '
New-York, May 5—Ar. brig Orestes, las West, and adjoining land of Simon Little Paul Chadbourn and Nathan Chadbourn, have
Croix, & N. E. $
J-’-®-®
field, Moses Littlefield and Josiah Getchell.
Nason, of Kennebunk, Mobile, 15.
presented to me the subscriber, Judge of thq
Also, five acres of fresh Meadow, commonly . Court of Probate, within and for said county,
called Penny’s Marsh ; bounded on the north- ,an instrument purporting to be the last will
MARRIED—In Kennebuuk-port, on
VESSELS SPOKEN.
east corner by James Littlefield's land, and on and testament of said Paul Chadbourn deceas Holland and )
Monday morning last, by the Rev. Jos. P.
Lat.
34,
Ion..
76,
brig
Eyder,
Merrill,
of
American
C
K
all other sides by Isaac Littlefield’s land.
Fessenden, Capt. Oliver Bourne, of Ken
ed, and that the second Tuesday of June next
Kennebuiik, 13 days from New-Orleans, for
S. Maderia, Lisbon,! ©rw-r-sr-ekT-w-® -v»
nebunk port, to Miss Jane J. HIatch, of this Port
is
assigned
to
take
the
Probat^
thereof,
at
a
Glasgow.
GEO. WHEELWRIGHT,
place.
Probate Court then to be held at Limerick in
April 12th, lat. 23, 30, Ion. 72, Mars, of
In, Wells, on Tuesday evening last, by the Kennebunk, 37 days from Gibraltar, for Phil
Kennebunk Port, May 13,1826.
said county, when and where they may be CHERRY ; Loaf and Brown SUGARS ;
Rev. Jona.Greenleaf, Lauriston Ward, adelphia.
present and shew cause, if any they have,
CONDITIONS OF SALE.
Old & Young
Esq. of Saco, to Miss Martha R. Storer,
April 17th, lat. 20, 30, Ion. 83, 40, Arab, of
why the same should not be proved, approv
One
third
in
one
year,
one
third
in
two
Hyson, Sou- /A £*
of the former place.
Bath, for New-Orleans, and was supplied years, and the remaining third in three years, ed
' and allowed as the last will and testament
chong, Bohea i
By Rev, Mr. Barr on. Mr.------ Winn, to with water.
& Hyson Skin J
with annual interest—Good Notes with one of
' said deceased.
"Miss Mary Littlefield.
Given under my hand at Kennebunk, this Coffee, Pepper, Allspice, Ginger, Nutmegs,
In Kennebunk-port, on Wednesday eve
At Jacmel, 11th ult. sch. Enterprize, Ham or more sufficient sureties vdil be required.
twenty third dav of January, in the year of Cloves, Cinnamon, Salseratus, Starch, Indigo,
ning last, bv Rev. J. P. Fessenddn, Mr. mond, of and for York, waiting cargo.
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
Copperas, Alum, Box and Cask Raisins,
At Nevis, April 14, sch. William, Pope,
William Wildes, to Miss Judith Dur
,
JONAS CLARK.
Bar and Cake Soap ;
Wells, to sail about 1st.
bell.
May 13.
At Grenada, 13th ult. brig Albert, Melch
Sewing and Seme Twine, Common Lines ;
In Kittery, Mr. Nathaniel IL Carey, to
er, for N. Orleans, in 16 days. The follow
Trummet, do. Pitch, Tar, Rosin, Oakumy
Miss Sarah B. Floyd, of New-York
ing had touched ; brigs Beaver, of Bath, from
FBÆWCIS A. liOBB,
Winter and Summer Strained OIL ;
W'ilmington, sailed 12th ; Maine, from Saco,
AVING lately received a general assort Dutch and American Linseed, do.
do. 9th ; for windward.
OBITUARY
Spirits Turpentine ;
ment of
Sailed from Norfolk, May 1, brig Gov.
London White Lead, ground and dry ;
Parris, Fernaid of Saco, for Boston.
Red Lead, Litherage, Verdigrease,
Cl. at Wilmington, N. C. April ¿6, brig
HE Portland Stage Company, have com adapted to the present season, informs his Copal Varnish, Black and Bright, do.
Eliza, Bunker, Barbadoes.
menced running a STAGE from Ken friends and the public, that on account of his Crome Yellow.
Ar. at Charleston, May 2, brig Union,
nebunk-Port, to meet the Portland Stageintention
at
to close his present line of business,
Kennebunk-Port, May 12, 1826.
Smith, Liverpool, 48.
Saco.
he
must and will sell at very low prices until
Ar. at Havana, April -r 7, brig Floyd, Per
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Mondays, Wednes October next, when the remainder will be sold
kins, Antwerp.
days, and Fridays, at six A. M. and arrives at
The brig Watchman, Nason, of Kenne Saco at half past seven, and at Portland at ten at Public Auction.
Among his Goods recently received are
DIED—In this town, on Sunday last Ba- bunk, for Havre, sailed from Savannah 24th A. M.
Cotton and Linen Drillings, Black Circassians,
rah Elizabeth, aged 14 months, young ult.
Leaves
Portland,
same
day,
at
four
P.
M.
At St. Thomas, 19th ult. W arren, FairScotch Derrys, Stripe Ôranderell,
est child of Daniel and Agnes Hodsdon.
and arrives at Kennebunk-Port by eight P. M. Drab Mexican Stripes, &c. all suitable for ”^JAS justreceived a hiandsome assortment
In Kennebunk-Port Mr. Robert Patten field, Guyana, 4.
Leaves
Kennebunk-Port,
Tuesday,
Thurs

Ar. at Ponce, April 16, Richmond Packet,.
aged 80.
Men’s and Children’s Summer wear.
When a good man dies in a good old age, it Emerv, Boston ; Cadmus, Perkins, do.; Cor day, and Saturday, by half past eleven for Calicoes of all descriptions ;
Kennebunk, and wiil return the same day.
is for the interest of society that particular sair, Durrill, Wilmington.
Canton and Italian CRAPES ;
The above line will be furnished with supe Drab add White Imitation Linen Cambric,
notice should be taken of his character : Mr.
which he offers for sale on the most reasonaJ
The brig Octavia, Emery, of Saco, has rior Horses and Carriages for the accommoda ! Linen Cambric, English Ginghams,
Patten was ever a faithful friend to his Coun
ble terms for cash. Viz.
try, in the worst of times. Industrious and been cast away on the Isle. of Ash, 24 hours tion of Travellers.
Black, Blue and Mixed Broad Cloths ;
! Bataste for Gowns, &c.
attentive to his business, punctual in the ful out from Jacquemel for Saco—vessel and car
E. PAINE, Agent. I Elegant Gauze Ribbonds ;
Valencia, Marseilles and Silk Vestings;
filment of his obligations, sincere to his go entirely lost, capt. and crew saved. The
FARE.
Black Levantine Sinchaws ;
• Also, Belt Ribbonds ;
friends and faithful to his family. Patient O. ran on a reef in the night. Three of her
'Black, Plaid, Striped and Green Sarsnetts
From Kennebunk-Port to Saco,
Burkley Cravats, Fine Jaconet Hdkfs.
SO 50
in suffering a long and painful disease with crew ar. at N. York on Thursday last, in the
Shaded and fig’d Silks, Crape Dresses,
From Saco to Portland,
Silk and Cotton Flag Hdkfs.
0 75
out murmuring or repining, he resigned sch. Falcon, from Aux Cayes.
Books kept at Oliver Walker’s,
: Kenne Red and White Mantles? some as low as 4s çd. Black and colr’d Canton and French Crapes®
his breath to him who gave it, with faith in
Coloured Prest Crapes,
bunk-Port.—J. Cleaves’, Saco, & at Thom Spun Silk Gloves, for summer wear ;
florida”w5eckeks.
God and hope in the Resurrection and the
Black and colr’d Crape Shawls,
life.
Communicated.
Russia Diapers, Furnitures, Suspenders,
The brig Mary, Capt. Boyd, which was as S. Bowles’ Portland.
Gauze Veils and Hdkfs.
In South-Berwick, on the 15th ult. Mrs. run on shore on Florida Reef, has been got off
May 6.
Vestings, Camblet and other Buttons,
White Lace for Veils,
Esther Wortman, in the 62d year of her without much damage, and arrived at Key
Sewing Silk and Twist, Cords, Chainetts,
West, on the 20th April. The wrecker’s TJIHE members of the Congregational par- Braids, Laces, Gauzes, Fans,
Fancy and black Silk Hdkfs.
age.
Flag and Bandanna do. Valencia Scarfs,
jo Surry, Hon.Mark Sheppard, aged41. took out of the brig 100 kales of cotton, J- ish in Kennebunk, are hereby notified Artificial Flowers, &c. &c.
Mr. S. was elected to the Senate of 1826,. but which they carried to Key West, and for to bring in to the subscribers, Assessors of said
Elegant patterns light and dark English and
their services, which employed one small
resigned in consequence of ill health.
American PRINTS;
parish,
on
or
before
the
first
day
of
June
next,
In Limerick, John, son of John Sanborn, sloop and six hands for three days, they de lists of their polls and estates rateable in said Bed Tickings, at the low price of 20 cts. per Mourning Calicoes, Muslin Robes,
mandedJive thousand dollars.
Batiste Gingham,
Esq. aged 6 years.
yard.
parish, which they were possessed of on the
Plain, figr’d and Cambric Muslins,
Cotton
Yarns,
No.
8,
at
23
cts.
per
lb.
other
first
instant
;
in
order
that
the
Taxes
may
b£
The' ship Sarah Thornton, Storer, from
White, Imitation and color'd Cambricks,
At Camden, on the evening of the 1st inst. Norfolk, for Cowes, put into Bermuda 2d of proportioned equitably and agreeably to Law.
No’s in proportion.
White and black Cotton Lace, Irish Linen,
Hon. JONAS WHEELER, Counsellor at April to repair, having had her rudder brok Those who do not hand in their lists will be Fine Bleached Shirtings a*jd Sheetings,
Imitation Cambrick Hdkfs.
law and President of the Senate of this State. en in a gale on the 22d March. She cleared doomed by the Assessors, and will not be en Brown, do. Satinetts,, &c. &c.
On the 3d inst. Judge Stebbins, a member again on The 17th.
titled to any abatements, whether over taxed Also, Morocco, and Denmark Satin SHOES. Ladies black and white, Kid and Silk Gloves,
of the bar and of the Senate, communicated
Gentlemen’s black Horse Skin do.
or not.
notice of this afflictive event to the Court of
A variety Cards, Gimps, Braids,
DANIEL
SEWALL,
Common Pleas, sitting in this town, in a brief,
Galloons and Ribbonds, Russian Diaper,
Young Hyson,! ___
JOSEPH THOMAS,
but eloquent and. impressive address; in
Brown and Bleached Shirtings and Sheetings,
Hyson Skin, >
ENOCH HARDY,
^vhich he portrayed the estimable qualities
Tickings, Ginghams, Checks and Stripes,
and Souchong J
Kennebunk, May 11,1826.
of the deceased, as a man, a citizen and a
Striped Jean, Warp Yarn ;
Statesman ; and thereupon the Court ad
Ladies Morocco, Kid and Satin Shoes,
journed. At a. meeting of the bar, which,
Straw Bonnets,
immediately succeeded, the following resolu
AS just received and now opening an ex
Children’s open Work, do.&c. &c.
tion was offered by Col. Isaac G. Reed and
tensive assortment of
unanimously adopted.
ETERDS GRASS, CLOVER and RED Holland and i
—LIKEWISE—
S. M. Sc )
American J®11*- Malaga J PISTES. A good assortment of
-O- TOP-'For Sale by
“ The melancholy intelligence of the death
of the Hon. JONAS WHEELER of Cam
IVORY JEFFEBBS.
Loaf and Brown SUGARS ; Spices ;
den, a member of this bar, having been re which he will sell at unusual low prices.
Kennebunk-Port, May 13, 1826.
Fine Salt, Rice, Flour, &c. With his former
ceived,
'AMONG WHICH ARE
stock comprises almost every article that is
“ Resolved, that the members of .the bar Leghorn Bonnets and Gypsies, and fashiona
wanted.
Lincoln County, deeply sensible of the loss
ble Fancy Goods of new and elegant
May 13.
sustained in the death of the amiable and up
patterns, particularly,
right man, the correct and honorable lawyer,
S
many
persons
have
been
in
the
habit
of
Rich Silk Dresses, and Plain and Shaded,
Among which are Common and Green SPEC»
and the faithful public, officer ; wear crape
crossing the land of the subscriber, tread
TACLES.
upon the left arm, during the remainder of Silks, and Fig’d Shaded Silks, a variety of
ing
down
the
grass
and
taking
down
the
fences,
HE person who has for some time past
Also, a quantity of
the present term and the approaching term patterns.
much to his injury—He therefore takes this
had
the
first
volume
of
Worcester
’
s
His
present
stock
now
comprises
a
large
of the Supreme Judicial Court in this county,
Sketches, from the Kennebunk Circulating
as a testimony of their respect and esteem and good assortment adapted to the season method to forbid all persons crossing his land
in future, as he is determined to prosecute Library, is requested to ,return it immedi
Xdr their deceased brother.”
and the calls of the community. He respect
Wells, May 11,1826.
every offence of that kind after this date with ately, or call and take the other volume and
The following has been firesen ted to us, as fully invites purchasers to call and see for out respect to persons.
pay
for
the
set.
a sketch ofthe address of Hqn. Mr. Stebbins | themselves.
A good assortment of Justice
WILLIAM DURRELL.
JAMES K. REMICH.
above alluded to
Kennebunk-Port, May 10, 1826.
Blank? for sale at thisOffice.
Kennebunk-Port} May u, 1826.
I Kennebunk, April 21, 1826.

H

»’noOwnderboKsf»^

■othunderbol ,rrf
smite the fou
eir fell intents, anu
the fury of reveng, •

May it please the Court—
Information has been received, through a
channel which renders its truth certain, that
Jonas Wheeler, a member of this bar, has
paid the last debt of nature. The members
of the bar, to whom his friendliness, frank
ness, integrity and purity are know, are sen
sibly affected by this wise and solemn dis
pensation. For two years he has been elect
ed to the Presidency of the Senate of Maine,
a place second to that of the Supreme Ex
ecutive, and the first on which, by the Con
stitution, the chief magistracy of the State
devolves in case of a vacancy. In that Sen
ate, it was my lot to be his associate, and to
have intimate knowledge of his character and
his virtues. He presided, where those di
versities of opinion, which ever prevail where
political liberty is found, often called him to
act and decide ; and in no question of order,
in no complicated statement of a point in
discussion, did he give a decision, which he
had occasion to correct; or direct a member
in debate, in other words than those of urban
ity and respect.
It will be gratifying to the members of the
bar present, if your honor will at this time
favor them with an adjournment, that they
may for a moment meet and indulge those,
feelings which are appropriate to the occa
sion, and consult on a suitable method of ex
pressing them.
Wiscasset Intelligencer.

A

Book Retained.

T

Groceries.
Crockery and Hard
W*are,

Flour, and Pork.

LITERARY NOTICES.

THE WHEATS

Wwv .

New Books, fyc.

The new novel called the “Last man”
written by Mrs. Shelly, has made quite a
sensation in London ; the two principal char
acters, Raymond and Adrian, being model
led after her late husband Percy B. Shelly,
and his friend Lord Byron.
¡
The title of Mrs. Radcliffe’s forthcoming
Romancéis “Gaston de Blorideville; or.
The Court of Henry the Third keeping Fes
tival in Arrdenne.” This work will'be ac
companied by an authentic Memoir of Mrs.
Radcliffe, into which are interwoven some in
teresting extracts 1 from a private journal
kent by her for many years.
The New Monthly Magazine announces
that Sir Walter Scott’s life of Bonaparte,
will probably be ready for publication about
the end of next autumn. Sir John Byerly
has announced as preparing for the press,
the life and times; of Napoleon, to make
three volumes quarto.

ItOKELS

H

AUCTION.

1kTbewhch,

AS just received and offers for sale on
liberal terms a general assortment of

SCHOOL BOOKS,
....AMONG WHICH ARE....

Spring-Goosij

FjlO be sold at PubAuction at
the dwelling house belonging to the York
Cotton Factory Com
pany, in York, on Wednesday the 17th inst.
at ten o’clock, A. M. the two buildings in
which the machinery of said Company was
placed, and are fifty by thirty two feet, also
the work shop, and Blacksmith shop, with the
liberty of removing them from said privilege,
Together with all the tools, machinery appa
ratus, and moveable articles belonging to said
Company.
SOLOMON BROOKS, Clerk.
York, May 2, 1826.
'' J

EORB & KEYGSMlVi

H

AVE just received and offer f0r J tOLnew supply of
r SaM.

Fresh Goods,

'

Cuming’s, Morse’s, Worcester’s and
on the most reasonable terms for each v *
pUBl
Adam’s Geographies, with or without
Broadcloths; black, blue, mixed di
JAMES
Atlasses.—Walker’s, Johnson’s and Perry’s
drab Cassimeres ;
’ iVeatli
Dictionaries—Walch’s, Welch’s, Pike’s,
A GIRL AT HER DEVOTIONS.
Plain and Ribbed, black, blue, mixed andrf ' npt,0S1Ti..-TAdam’s Bezout’s Stamford’s, American,
SHE was just risen from her bended knee,
-A OMi
A variety of Valencia. Vestings; alsosfi
Colburn’s and Temple’s Arithmetics.—
Rut yet peace seem’d not with her piety ;
Marseilles do.
"
Columbian, Webster’s Cumming’s Pike’s
For there was paleness upon her young
Elegant patterns light and dark, Enalkh ,
and Picket’s Spelling Books—Murray’s
cheekr
American Prints ;
6 ‘a
large, do. small, Ingersoll’s, do. abridge
And thoughts upon the lips which never
Rich Mourning Calicoes ;
ment, Fisk’s Murray, and Alger’s Murray’s
speak,
enaetedby.
Plain and figrid India, Swiss, Leno,
,
Grammars—School Bibles; Pronouncing
But wring the heart that at the last they
Cambric Muslins
and common, large and small size Testa
break.
White and colr’d Cambrics ;
ments ; Pronouncing and common, En
Alas ! how much of misery may be read
4-4 and 5-4 Irish Linen, and Linen Sherinc
In that wan forehead, and that bow’d down Society for the encouragement oj Servants. glish Readers; Pronouncing Introduction;
flTHE Subscriber has for sale 4-4 Long Lawn;
Pej°l^nenRey
head :—
It gives us great pleasure to state, that the American Reader^; Christiah Orator, ApiM X old fashioned Bohea TEA. White Bobinett Lace, 4-4 and 6-4 for Va;it
Her eye is on a picture, wo that ever
^ntvofLincoln’
mdeting last even’g was both respectably and merican Preceptor ; Columbian Orator;
™ ALSO—Souchong and Younglly- Black and white Silk, do.
/0U l?ne of Chari
Love should thus struggle with a vain en numerously attended. The room was graced Scott’s Lessons ; Blair’s Rhetqrick, various
<il|jfe son TEA of the best quality.
deavour
Thread, Bobinett, 6c Cotton Laces ; b!acua be Won, of Bart
by the appearance of many ladies of the first editions ; Whelpley’s Compend, improved
B. PALMER.
Against itself : it is a common tale.
vantineu ¿eallo«ed to
fashion. Ap interesting and a detailed report editions ;* Murray’s Sequel ; English Teach
May 6.
And ever will be while earth soils prevail
1
Vinton ;
Black, White, Blue, Plaid & Green Sarsn^
was read by Dr. Steele, the Secretary, of its er ; Turner’s Book Keeping ; Natural PhiOyer earth’s happiness ; it tell she strove.
in the com
Elegant Shaded and figr’d Silks;
;
proceedings the last year, and several con ; losophy, Blair’s do. ; Grammar of ChemisWith silent, secret, unrequited lóye.
Black & colr’d Nankin, Canton, and Fret)| i,r?’to take th
templated improvements for the future, I try ; Mason on Self Knowledge ; Murray’s
. That Sole
which gave great satisfaction. Animated j English Exercises, (Alger’s) common, do. ; Yorkss. At a court of Probate bolden at
Ciapes;
It matters not its history •; love has wings and acceptable addresses were made by
Black
and
colr
’
d
Prest
do
;
Key
to
do.
;
Agricultural
Reader
;
Watt
’
s
York in said County, on the v 5th day of April,
Like lightening, swift and fatal, and it springs Messrs. C. King, H. Maxwell, &c. and the j
White & Green Gauze Vails ; Gauze HdkP? ?skelB That” J
Like a wiki flower where it is Last expected, meeting separated with the most flattering |' Logic ; Gibson’s and Flint’s (improved edi
1826.
A handsome assortment Valencia Scarfs • ’
tion) Surveying;. Walker’s Dictionary, 8vo
Existing whether cherish’d or rejected ;
RDERED,
that
from
and
after
the
first
hopes at the prospects afforded by this sain- i; Kelly’s Instructor; Childs’ Assistant ;
Living with only but to be Content,
day of July next, the Courts of probate Imitation Cambric ; Linen Cambric Hdkf*
tary establishment.—JV*. Y. Eve. Post.
Hopeless, for love is its own element—
Cummings Questions; McDowell’s do.;
Ladies
Superior Black Horse Skin Gioves •’ ?SS°KeannBe"
for this county be holden at the following pla

Requiring nothing so that it may be
Lincoln’s scripture do.; N. Y. Primer: ces and times, to wit.
Gentlemen’s do.; low ptfeed Kid do: • ’
In
the
Parent
Office
of
the
United
States
¡¡imeofGeor
The martyr of its fond fidelity.
Pope’s Essay ; Copy Slips, &c. &c.
At Alfred, on the first Tuesday in January. Black Silk, Flag, and Bandanna Hdkf’s’ •
We speak thy name in beauty, yet we shun at Washington, thete is a great collection of
’’
Together with an extensive assortment of At Kennebunk, on the first Tuesday in Febru. Trimming Tapes ; Spool Cotton.
Io own thee, Love, a guest ; the poet’s songs models of useful inventions. .Three hundred Miscellaneous and Theological Books of al
ary, and on the-first Tuesday in March. At A great variety , of Cords, Gimps, Braids, Gai
Are sweetest when their voice to thee be patents were issued during the last year, and most every description.
loons &c.
York,
on the third Tuesday in April. At
longs,
already one hundred since the commence
Elegant Gauze and Feather’d Garnitures • i
Kennebunk,
on
the
second
Tuesday
in
MayAnd hope, sweet opiate, tenderness, delight, ment of the present year.
’
At Limerick, on the first Tuesday in June. 7-4 and 8-4 Damask Table Linen ;
Are terms which are thy own peculiar right ;
Gold PAPER ; Morocco do ;
?At Berwick, on the fourth Tuesday in June. Russian & Birds Eyed Diaper; Pins, Needk
Yet all deny their master—who will own
New Experiment in Ship Building.
Fancy coloured do.; Rice do ;
His breast thy footstool, and his heart thy
At Kennebunk, on the the third Tuesday in Threads, Tapes, &c. &c.
General Barnum, of this place, is making Blue, tea, and green, do.;
R1" CtaA
throne ?
July. At York, on the second Tuesday in
use of iron knees instead of wood. He says
Wiliam Clans.
August. At Alfred, on the first Tuesday in
the first expense does not exceed that of English Drawing do. (various sizes ;)
’Tis strange to think if we could fling a- wood ; if so, the advantages are incalculably Gilt edged Letter do.; Quarto Post do.
September. At Limerick, on the first Tues Brown and Bleach’d Sheetings and Shirtin«, feS°shall be
sicle
very low priced ;
pJyv'’
ghaw
great; their strength cannot be doubted; Ruled do.
day in October. At Kennebunk, on the
The mask and mantle that lo^e wears from they occupy much less space and after the White, brown and black Bonnet Boards.
third Monday in October. At York, on the Tickings, Ginghams, Checks and Stripes; Knor Read, of
pride,
Striped
Jean
;
Warp
Yarns
;
ISh
shall
be all
hull of the vessel is worn out, they will an Indelible Ink; India, do.; common Wri first Tuesday in November. At Kennebunk,
How much would be, we now so little guess, swer equally well, for all vessels of a similar
ting do.
4-4
and
6-4
Oil
cloth
;
j
L
’
Tyler
; an
on the first Tuesday in December.
Deep in each heart’s undream’d, unsought mould. If not required for the purposes of Black ar»d red Sealing Wax.
Ladies Morocco,, Leather, and Denmark Satin tore, be respect!
JONAS CLARK.
recess,
Shoes ;
¡thenames allow«
rebuilding, are worth but little less than cost. Wafers and Wafer Boxes ;
May 6.
The careless smile like a gay banner borne,
Black lead Crayons ; Elastic Gum.
Vermont Aurora.
Gentlemen’s Pumps ;
,the same shall u
The laugh of merriment, the lip of scorn—
Black lead Pencils, different qualities and
Gilt and Mahogany Framed Looking Glasses. Pr0Per na?RS,‘ ti
And for a cloak what is there that can be
prices.
very handsome.
4! [Approved by ti
So difficult to pierce as gaiety ?
Quills from 6 to AQcts. per bunch.
Too dazzliqg to be scann’d, the haughty brow
Together
with
a
complete
assortment
of
REEFtOUGH & BODWELL would Reeves’ Water Colors.
rgl'HE inhabitants of the town of KenneSTA1
Seems to hide something it would not avow;
remind those whose accounts have been Camel’s Hair Pencils.
X
bunk, and ah other persons liable to Groceries, Crockery, Hard ani
But rainbow words, light laugh, and thought
more
than,
twelve
months
standing,,
that
it
is
pay
taxes
in
said
town,
are
hereby
notified
to
|
Ass Skin Memorandums ; common, do.
less jest,
IN t
Hollow Ware.
bring in to the subscribers, Assessors of said
These are the bars, the curtain to the breast, much longer than the usual time of credit, and Sand Boxes ; Pencil Cases; Ink Stands.
The following
they
are
requested
to
pay
them
by
the
first
of
....ALSO....
Red and black Ink-powder ; Pocket Books. town, true and perfect lists of their real, and
That shuns a scrutiny : and she, whose form
the Selectmen
May 6.
Now bepds in grfof beneath thè bosom’s July next.
Wallets; Blank and Playing Cards.
personal estate, and income (not exempted
assessors of 1J
storm
Pocket Combs ; dress, do.
from taxation) of every description which they
made to the oft
Has hidden well her wound—-and none are
Gold Breast Pins ; Beads; Snuff Boxes.
April 15.
were possessed of on the first instant, at the
in compliance '
nigh
Steel Purses ; Tooth Brushes.
Assessors office or at the house of either of
lature entitled
To mock with curious or with careless eye,
GENT for the New England Crown Court Phu ter; Patterns,
the Assessors in said town, within thirty days
to provide for t
(For love seeks sympathy, a chilling yes,
Glass Manufactory, in Boston.
Shaving Brushes and Boxes ; do. Soap.
from date.
reported by the
Strikes at the root of its best happiness,
OFFERS FOR SALE,
Superior English Slates ; Toy do.
nath;l jefferds,
Literary Institv
And moefcery is worm-wood,) she may dwell
WINDOW GLASS of all sizes, of first Slate Pencils ; Black Sand.
JOSEPH HATCH,
to the Legislate
On feelings which that picture may not tell.
thickness and first quality;: he will furnish Toy Bibles ; do. Watches ; Marbles.
JERE. LORD.
in all the Ne\
In the old Phoenix Building, over the, Post Laws of the St!
Kennebunk, May 3,1826.
From the {Londod) Evangelical Magazine. Glass at the lowest manufactory prices and on
Merchants Account Books,
the same terms, free of expense to the pur
N B. Those who do not conform to the
Newspapers t
Office..^.KENJfBBVNK.,
BLANK BOOKS of various kinds ; above notice, must not expect any abatements.
chaser. The Glass Manufactured by this
the same with*
STANZAS.
espectfully informs hi» friends,
Ciphering
Books
.
•
Writing
do.
Writing
and
Company is of the greatest repute, and has
NATH’L
ALL things below wax dull,
and
the
public
generally,
that
he
has
Letter
Paper
varfotas
in
quality
and
price
—
given universal satisfaction*
All earthly things decay,
just returned from New-York, where he has
oy
the
ream
or
otherwise.
Purchasers are invited to call and examine
And honor’s wreath, and friendship’s voice,
obtained the latest Fashions and Systems
—ALSO—
t JHow soon they die away ;
quality and prices.— Glass of any size furnish
CO1
used in the art of Cutting, whereby he is en
I here’s nothing here can truly bless ;
espectfully gives Notice to the
ed at short notice.
...*A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF....
School Disti
Life’s but a load of wretchedness.
inhabitants of Kennebunk audits vi abled to cut garments out of less cloth than
April 22.
generally used, and for elegance of fit can the ages of 4
Room Papers and Borders.
cinity, that he has taken the store formerly
Yes there is one thing true,
not be surpassed in this State.
dren who usi
occupied
by
Eben
’
r
Curtis,
near
the
bridge,
Some of which are elegant patterns, and
One thing that doth not fail ;
Population in
For
the
information
of
his
friends
and
cus

where
he
is
now
opening
and
intends
keep

frill be sold at reduced prices.
One only thing, that maketh joy
al increase of
tomers
he
begs
leave
to
insert
the
following
ing constantly for sale, at the lowest Cash
JJAS taken the store formerly occupied by
To shine o’er this dark vale :
—LIKEWISE—
and expended
certificate.
XX Wm. Bartlett, near the Apothecary’s
prices,
It is religion that doth this,
A CONSTANT SUPPLY OF
this sum th er
I, J. Noble, now of New-York, teacher
shop, where he offers for sale
'That giveth peace to wretchedness.
English., American and W. I. of my art of cutting to fit the human frame,
COUNT
And, O that men were inorc
School Disl
Goods
and
Groceries^
do hereby certify and declare that I have
Inclin’d to walk her ways,
the ages of 4;
taught James L. Ross my art of cutting all
From the manufactory of Messrs. J» Sc M.
OF THE FIRST QUALITY.
’ Fwould chase their miseries, and cast
who usually £
kinds of garments, and the aforesaid James
Varney,
and
warranted
of
a
su

A sunshine o’er their days.
Among his articles received are
tian in 1820,
L.
Ross
has
given
me
full
satisfaction
as
to
perior
quality
All, all their pilgrimage would bless,
Broadcloths^ Cassimeres, Cotton and Silk his proficiency in the aforesaid art of cutting,
crease of Sch
Kennebunk, May 6,1826.
And lighten up their wretchedness. L. W.
Which he will dispose of on very reasonable
Hdkf’s.
expended for
and as such I recommend him to all.
terms, for cash or country produce.
Sewing Silk, Twist, Cotton; Thread,
sum there is
JOHN NOBLE.
WANTED, a few tons of RAGS? for which
Shirtings, Sheeting, Ginghams,. Satinetts,
No return
New- York, April Xst, 18’26,
a fair price will be given.
Bleached Shirtings, Bedtickings,.
and Brunsw
Furthermore
I
have
made
arrangements
WHAT IS STYLE?
May 6.
who usually
SABAT, about 4 years Cotton Yarns of a superior quality;
with Mr. Ross, to supply him with Fashions
With every class of society this term bears
—ALSO—
Portland oft
w^te
a'
a different meaning.
and
Systems
every
three
months,
or
as
often
the ages of 4
bout 95 tons ; has an entire new Cognac and French BRANDY ;
as they arrive from London, and are approv
The citizen thinks he is in style, when he
St. Croix RUM of a superior quality ;
of
sails,
is
new
sheathed,
evCOL
ed of m New York.
waddles along in a one-horse shay, with a full
do.
do.
do.
E the subscribers having been appointed eiy way in good repair for a voyage ; would N. Eng.
School Di
?
JOHN NOBLE.
blown wife by his side, and a swarm of little
Holland
and
American
GIN
;
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Esq. Judge be sold at a very lo\y price. Apply to
the ages of 4
cockneys at his feet. An English bagman
J. L. ROSS, returns his sincere thanks to
Madeira and other WINES ;
of the Probate of wills, &c. for the County of
SAMUEL CURTIS.
who usually
considers himself in style when he arrives
Box and Cask RAISINS ;
his customers for the liberal encouragement
York, Commissioners to receive and examine
Wells, April 20 1826.
lation in 185
ten minutes within the hour, from the last all the claims of the several creditors to the
Loaf, Havana, and New Orleans SUGARS; afforded him in his business, and solicitsa
crease of i
ten mile stage, in hisdennet, with the new
Hyson and Souchong TEAS ;
continuance of the same. All orders com
and expenc
est patent horizontal springs. He leaps estate, and how the same are made ou% of
mitted to his charge will be executed with
Rice, Cbocplate, Candles, Tigs,
this sum the
ASA SWABEY,
from the vehicle in style—throws off half a
Lemons & Oranges, Pepper & Allspice, &c. care, and with as much punctuality as the
COL
dozen great coats, (like the grave digger in late of Milton, in the State of New-Hampshire,
nature of his business will admit.
GENERAL assortment of COTTON of a superior quality.
School
D
Hamlet,) of various textures, weights and deceased, represented insolvent, and having
1
Case
of
Knapt
HATS.
JAMES
L.
ROSS.
Meaders best Knapt and Felt
the ages of colours, in style;—d----- ns the hostler to see taken the oath by law required, hereby give
1* Hats, constantly for sale by
Kennebunk, April 21,1826.
A.
C.
SMITH,
would
observe
that
his
ar

who usuallj
his wheels greased, and his mare fed, in notice that six months from the 20th day of
k
LORD
KINGSBURY.
ticles are generally of the first quality, which
tion in
style—shakes hands wjth the landlord in February last, are allowed to said creditors to
April 35.
he
will
exchange
for
Cash
or
most
kinds
of
crease of Sc
style—marches into the room set apart for bring in and prove their claims, and we shall
Country Produce, at the lowest cash prices ;
expended f
himself and his brethren, in style—takes a attend that service at the dwelling-house of
arid as it is his intention to sell principally for
sum there i
chair in style—calls for a glass of brandy and John Bodweli in Shapleigh, in said county of
CASKS
of
NEW
LIME
for
ready pay, he is determined to sell at a small
No retur
water in style—and.then asks how trade York, on the third Saturdays of April, May.
sale at Goff’s Mill Tannery (^0
profit.
Knox;
wags, in the Very tip-top go of style.
June, July and August next, from three to five; A
& fair Price
b.e Pa’d by the siibcalled)
near
Kennebunk
Landing.
Kennebunk, April 22, 1826.
No retui
Your young maiden millener, when she of the clock in the afternoon on each of said |I
scri^er for
one UUUUIVU
Hundred UUSI1U15
bushels good
■
.... wi.v
raised for 1
can come out of the workshop, pull on her days.
country CORN. A general assortment of
tion No. 8.
Any quantity of Oak and Hemlock BARK,
new brown pelisse, show a ^handsome foot
GOODS for sale as usual, for which all
JOHN BODWELL,
for which Cash will at all times be given.
COU1
and ankle—observe the string of her shoe
kinds oi country Produce will be taken in
SAMUEL STACY.
School I
D. W. LORD, & Co.
loose—pull of a little black k»d glove, and
payment.
B. PALMER.
Shapleigh, March 20th, 1826.
the ages ol
Kennebunk-port, April 22, 1826.
shows a little less hand, without the mark of
N. B.—B. P. again reminds those who
who usual'
a needle on the fore finger.
owe him that their dues must be paid.
tion in 18‘
The Farmer’s Daughter is in style when
April 22.
TTA3 just received a large supcrease of fj
she gets anew silk spencer from London,
XX ply of the above mentioned
expended
which confines her at the waist so tightly
O let, a Tan Yard situated at the village
articles, which he will sell at re
sum there
that she looks like—
ORD 8c KINGSBURY have for sales
of Kennebunk-port, containing about
duced prices for Cash or creditNo retu
large assortment of American Calicoes,
“ Apple-dumpling at the middle tied.”
twenty Vats, a good patent Bark Mill, and
instown ar
OS. G. MOODY offers for sale a new
.ALSO, by Packet,
some very handsome patterns
Your boarding school Miss is in the very suitable buildings. The situation is a good
No retu
assortment of GROCERIES, Fisher’s
—ALSO—
quintessence of style when she can murder one, and the terms will be very reasonable to
150 Bottles of Lemon Svrup,
hie annual
Hoes, Ames’ plain and back strapped war
A
quantity
of
COTTON
CARDS.
French, kill time, squall Italian, drown mod an enterprising,industrious,andcapableyoung
of prime quality, warranted pure, at a low
ranted SHOVELS. Likewise, ladies’ col
April 20.
CO
esty in a waltz, and thunder the Lancers on man.
price.
ored and black Satin SHOES, strapped,
School:
JASON N. LANGDON.
the unfortunate piano-forte.
Baker
’
s
No.
1
CHOCOLATE,
fresh.
Slippers and walking Shoes of J. & M. Var
the ages 0
Kennebunk-port, April 5, 1826.
Your fine fashionable dame is in most
April 29.
ney’s manufacture warranted of first quality,
■who usua
undoubted style, when she is certain of a
all of which will be sold cheap for CASH.
tion in 18i
call every half hour in the forenoon, or a
April 22.
erease of
REMOVAL.
party every night in the winter, where she
expended
shows the strength of her constitution by
sum then
half undressing before she displays her
HAKER’S WOODEN WARE of vari
DANZUSj Xi. HATCH,
AS just received an additional assort
No retv
charms in a piercing frost, with the ther
ous kinds constantly for sale by the sub
AS removed to Kelley’s Brick Store, op
ment of Miscellaneous, School and
No rett
mometer at twenty.
scriber.—Such as
REENOUGH & BODWELL, have
Classical
posite the Meeting House, formerly
of the nur
Lastly your writer of Jeux d’ esprit thinks
Woollen and Linen Wheels,
received an additional stock of
occupied by Maj. Barnabas Palmer, where he
School.
himself in style when he can take a decent
Dry Measures, Tubs, Churns, Noggins,
has for sale a general assortment of
C
hint from three pretty lines in one of the
Pails, Baskets, Selves, Brooms, Brushes,
School
chansons popularities of Paris :—
English, W. India and American Paper Hangings, Stationary
Boxes, Chaise and Sleigh W’hips,
the ages
x
C’est la mode, la mode, la mode,
Linen Thread, &c. See.
Fancy Articles.
j
dren wh
Gul guide le monde
A
B. PALMER.
All of which will be disposed of on
I
fopulatic
Which they offer tor sale on good terms.
on the most favorable terms.
.A la ronde.”—London Mdg,
April 22,
most reasonable terms*
4/irz? 22,
’ Kennebunk, April
183.6.
[ April 22,
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L

JYew Books.
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